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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

"Good instruction is better than riches," is a slogan
over the entrance to a Philadelphia school.
1944:

190)

(Chamberlain,

Another school displays this inscription:

.
. .
h'ip. 112
e d uca t ion
res t sour h ope o f true citizens

"On

The edu-

cation of American youth is so imperative that both the
public and private educators have much work to do.

"The

education of our youth is more than a family matter; it is
a serious concern to the nation. 113

President Roosevelt

felt that "what the schools do may prove in the long run to
be more decisive than any other factor in preserving the
form of government we cherish. 114

If World War II commanded

seriousness in education so also should the inflating yet
expanding times of the 80's demand quality in education for
the nation's young people.

Role of Private/Parochial Schools
Private education is an integral, complementary service,
a part of the total educational picture and" ... filling a
recognized need. 115

The purposes of the private school are

not separate from the national goals of education but stand

1

2

next to those of the public education system.

6

The private

school can probe more specifically into areas of specialization, meeting individual needs.

Allan Heely recognized

that, "the diversity of gifts is a fixed and suspicious
attribute of human nature. 117

The number of school children

multiplied by the particularity of interests, desires,
dreams and needed skills for life are enumerable.

Can

the arm of public education hope to gather all of these in
and successfully give a home to them all?

Private educa-

tion adds its hand to the plowing, furrowing and cultivating
of minds.

Some Strengths And Weaknesses Of Public/Private Schools
Porter Sargent declares that "even though our public
schools have been long efficient enough to satisfy major
needs, their very excellence has led us to expect the
impossible of them. 118 However,

there are other needs

which cannot be met by the public schools because they are
"subject to limitations. 119

Martin Hegland advises that

"America's chief asset, her children,

" ... must be provided

for with types of education that give adequate attention
to their whole natures - physical, intellectual, moral
and spiritual. 1110

Charles O'Donnell warns that "no matter

how heterogenous our population and no matter how complex
our civilization, it is true now, as it was true in 1787

3

it will be true in 1987, " ... that good government and human
happiness will derive their supplies from these ancient
reservoirs -

religion - morality and knowledge."

11

The

nature of the laws of the land at this time make certain
aspects of morality and spirituality difficult to be fulfilled within the framework of public school education.

12

Some educators feel that "national morality cannot prevail
. h out t h e presence o f
wit

1113
·
re 1·1g1on.

America's major cultural needs have pressured a
redefining of public school goals and expanded them since
the Seventeenth Century.

14

"To the academic and religious

goals, vocational and social goals were added in the
Eighteenth and Nineteenth

Centuries, and goals of personal

or self-realization in the Twentieth. 1115

Vice President

Hubert Humphrey indicated that the educational system is
used to deal "with the problems of poverty, unemployment,
slum clearance, and indeed world peace."

16

Martin Luther

King thought that schools would bring "social and economic
justice for all ... eliminating prejudice and assuring

,.17
.
equa 1 1ty ...
are for?"

18

John I. Goodlad asks if this is "what schools

He suggests that most of "what is done by the

common school should be common"

19

The tremendous burden

of expectations thrust upon the public schools can well
be relieved by its counterpart -

the private schools.

Noted University of Chicago sociologist James Coleman,.

4

along with associates, wrote in a 1982 publication, "that
a Catholic school with larger classes and fewer resources
achieves more than those in the average public school.

1120

Coleman noted that "private schools demand more and
get more from their students."
"they are more rigorous,

He further alleges that

impose stricter disciplinary

rules, maintain more order and place a greater emphasis
on academic subjects. 1121
But the biggest favor toward private education, Heely
feels,

is "that it is not required to conform or to be

part of a

'system', which is favorable toward the develop-

ment of "democratic theory and practice" which will make it
"free to develop ... without stereotyping effects" because
"in raising the average, we tend to depress the excellent.

1122

However, Chamberlain points up that "certain test and
measurements on a national scale have shown that public
schools tend to render service superior to that of the
independent schools in certain departments ... of two hundred
representative schools of all types, public and private,
and norms showed that the public schools reached a higher
average performance in such fields as music, arts and
crafts,

industrial arts ...

1123

These observations not only applaud the private schools'
strengths but also reveal their weaknesses.

5

Parental School Selection
The kind of school selection made by a parent to meet
the individual needs of his student is a personal prerogative which is protected by democratic rights.

24

The

parent can from his intimate relationship with his child
or student match a school with the personality of the
child and the values of the home.

Milton Rokeach declared

that when there exists "great differences between the values
of teacher and students or of groups of students it can
disrupt communication so thoroughly that learning is
impossible. 1125

W.R. Niblett suggests that "nothing is

more essential to an understanding of the educational process than a firm grip on the idea that very much education
proceeds at an unconscious level, no one being aware that
it is happening. 1126

Communications are easiest when the

values and goals of a school correspond to that of the
individual.
The private school has the opportunity to step away
from a mass education and focus attention on specific
needs that are real to minority groups of people.
lists some of these services:
butions, leadership training,

Chamberlain

"specific educational contricharacter development,

maintenance of cultural traditions ...

1127

Private schools

offer "a type of education not ordinarily obtainable
elsewhere."

28

" ... there is an opportunity for much

6

instruction and guidance to be done on an individual or
small group basis.

1129

" ... the wise choice of a school is

perhaps the most important decision a parent has to make. 1130

Statement Of The Problem
Even though private schools have sought to seek
"individual enlightenment,

full capitalization of individual

resources" and excellence, there are hints of weaknesses
in several areas.

31

Chamberlain indicates one of these

weaknesses as the field of arts and crafts or the fine
arts.

32
This project is written with the hopes of offering

assistance to the private/parochial schools that either
have not committed themselves to an art program or that
are floundering within stagnating commitments or those
that need stimulus to think about the benefits of an art
curriculum.

The seed thoughts for this project were first

planted when the author began teaching in a private school
and observed first hand curriculum deficiences in local
private/parochial schools.

The author conducted a survey

of similarly founded schools which led to suspicions that
art curriculum of the private/parochial elementary schools
in the State of Washington are inadequate.

(See Appendix

A).

If the "role for private schools ... is largely one

7

of setting an education pace, breaking new ground, providing exemplary models ... " as Goodlad puts forth,

then

the majority of schools surveyed in relationship to this
paper have neglected or fallen short in their striving
toward excellence in the field of the fine arts.

33

Statement Of Purpose
The intention of this project is to make available
in a generalized outline form essentials of elementary
art education which can be used as a foundation in
Washington's private/parochial schools where there is a
limited art background in the facility and administration.
And where there usually exists limited finances toward the
development of an art program.

The emphasis will be on

simplicity of form and easy art concepts.

The project

will be designed as a handbook guide, a basic outline
which will leave areas to be filled in by the discretion
of the local school's art curriculum committee or teacher.

Limitations Of The Project
The following limitations have been identified.
First, this writer is very much concerned that a general
school philosophy and goals be written out first and then,
in turn, that specific art education philosophy and goals

8

be written reflecting the school's philosophy and goals.
This author will make no attempt to write a universal
art philosophy,
upon schools.

goals, and objectives to superimpose
However, examples from other sources will

be included in the appendix to give direction to other
curriculum writers in specific schools which have their
own specific needs and personalities.

Secondly, the scope

is to be limited to basic concepts of design which are most
easily comprehendable to those of no or little art training.
Lastly, the consideration of media will be made on the
consideration of limited finances.

Significance Of The Problem
The public schools have the tremendous burden of
meeting the common needs of a multi-cultural society.
The burden of specific needs of individual interest groups
can be somewhat relieved through private education.

While

private/parochial schools are slated as offering any
excellent services, art is one of the few areas lagging
in some of these schools.

According to a survey of 60

schools taken from the list of private schools in the
Washington Directory Handbook, this statement of deficiency
seems to be an appropriate label to apply.

(See Appendix A)

9

Definition Of Terms
Private School.
in the term

There are no political connotations

private.

Private is merely the opposite of

public.

It identifies institutions whose expenses are

met from

private sources, as distinguished from other

institutions which are financed by taxing the public.

In

the first instance, support comes voluntarily from individuals who are exercising their right to provide for their
children the sort of education they prefer. 34
Independent School.

This term may be used interchange-

ably with thP term privats sehool.

The term independent

school is thought to be more accurate in describing the
status of the private school and a term of preferred usage
by these schools.

35

Parochial School.
by a religious body.
Art.

This refers to a school maintained

36

In this paper the term art is limited to the

visual fine arts,

(i.e., as found in painting, sculpture,

architecture, drawing, printmaking and other closely
related art topics).
Similary Founded Schools.

The term similary founded

schools, according to the Washington Directory Handbook,

10

include the Protestant Religion within their curriculum
foundations.
Community.

The term community as it is used in this

paper does not apply to a geographical group of people but
to people who join together because of common needs,
interests or beliefs.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

It would appear a review

of

literature should meet

a number of needs.
1)

It should justify the significance of an art

program.
2)

It should develop an awareness that the 1980

decade has brought about educational budget cuts, program
deletions and a cry of "back to basics" from the public.
What better way to save than to cut out the frills of
art? Especially in the private school sector where,

in

general, it is already known for its quality "basic
education."
3)

37

There is the stray adult, even college graduates,

who secretly express relief that there is no need for
compulsary art programs.

38

However, many experienced

teachers and artists insist that the arts are a part of
life.

39

The Need For Art Trainin g
Creativity was thought at one time to be only a gift
of a talented few.

40

It is now believed that all children
11

12

possess these characteristics and that they will "grow
in stature through constant stimulation. 1141

Human dignity

is a threat in our "highly standardized, mechanistic
society" where individuals are denied opportunities to
create.

42

"The teacher who regards the child and art ...

as a way of living -- the means of enjoying and enriching
life through creative experience," possesses the key to
every child's creative growth.

43

It is in the child's

nature to explore, invent and create.

Creative art acti-

vities will encourage this mentally active behavior on
into adulthood.

These persisting thought patterns give the

opportunity for creativity on into adulthood.

Without this

stimulus creativity tends to be negated and there is less
flexibility.

44

The "arts are not embellishments of life

but are fundamental to it.

1145

The Stabilization And Therapeutic Effects
The stabilizing effects of art were especially noted
during World War II.

Teachers were admonished to recognize

that needs of "human understanding and self-reliance ...
could be met ... and the ability to face the problems of
tomorrow ...

114 6

Further, it was recognized that "art

experiences provided opportunities for stabilizing, relieving tension, bringing calmness and self power.

1147

Even in

13

Britain during combat-type conditions, art was recognized
as "highly essential for normal growth and balance" with
.
great t h erapeutic
va l ue. 48

World War II time,

And again during the post

the arts were a means to stimulate

imagination, initiative and skills for a better era.

49

These educators recognized the humanizing effects of art
activities during troublesome times.

Personal Growth And Philoso p h y
"Art is a normal human activity" and not at all

.
l . 50
mystica

The capacity for art is the same as the

capacity for reading or writing -- a direct means of expression.51

Cizek's observations in Vienna showed that

children left to themselves drew differently than they did
when they were taught in school.

52

Artistic expression

is a personal testimony of the fusion of the child's
"inner and outer drives; stimuli from the real world ... "

53

"The arts are ... humanizers of life ... the child is nourished
through the progress of his own art and in it recognizes
his relation to creation and ... sees himself as a part of
the total plan of life.

1154

"Art then contributes to

personal growth" and a "unifying philosophy of life.

1155

There is at least one medium to which every child
will respond and with which he will become so closely

14

evolved that the creative intimacy alone brings about a
very good self-feeling of accomplishment, importance, pride
and joy.

These inner experiences help the child to relate

not only to nature but to himself.

The product of these

experiences is "self-actualization of the mind through
art ... art becomes a non-verbal means of communication
.

t h roug h art me d 1a ..•
media,

1156

When all of these experiences with

self and nature become successively integrated one

with another, so will the child's personality become
"fully integrated. 1157

Education Of Sensor y Skills
Art provides opportunities to learn to see, to enrich
observational powers and impress upon the memory "richness
.

o f experience.

..ss

It can "develop understandings of varied

and diverse relationships among materials, tools, purposes
and ideas. 1159

Empath y And Intuition
"Empathy is defined as

'feeling oneself into,' or

having a kinesthetic response to an object ... An Example
of such 'movement inside one's skin' may be illustrated
by the feeling one might have while watching a gull soaring
through the air ... the observer experiences the movement,

15

balance, and poise of the soaring bird and derives pleasure
from such movement and balance."

60

Art opens avenues for

the child to experience empathy toward the world in which
Mildred Landis mentions that whether Santayana

he lives.

feels that empathetic seeing is a different degree of
height than ordinary seeing, empathetic seeing precludes
.
. .
61
art un d erstan d ing
an d creativity.
Intuition is popularly thought of as a "woman's hunch."
It deals with understanding relationships of abstract
qualities.

After a quietude period of thought the con-

science readjusts old and new ideas giving to them new
meanings.

63

Conrad relates how Albert Einstein understood the
important relationship between intuition and reason in
seeking out logical paths of understanding in the laws of
.
64
t h e universe.

Landis purports intuition as the force

behind creativity.

65

Aesthetic Experience, Independent Thinkin g
And Evaluation
"The aesthetic experience, at first,

comes into being

because the combining of concepts with physical materials
.
. .
1166
is
a p 1 easura bl e activity.

Then the stimulating urge for

.
.
f or stu d ying
·
d etai·1 s. 67
expression
creates t h e d esire
growing awareness of these harmonious organizations in

This

62

16

art affects the whole personality.

However,

stagnation

occurs if rules are "rigidly applied and they are detrimental to aesthetic growth. 1168

As a child progresses

in his work he discovers "respectively the 'meaningful'
and the

'meaningless' ...

1169

He begins forming critical

judgments, hence "self evaluation, and the ... encouragement
to do independent work. 1170
"Emotion and reflection are ... the chief subjective
factors in human evaluation. 1171

The formulation of such

value judgments liberates the child both from thoughtless
imitations of art and fruitless art production.

72

Communication And Self-expression
"Art ... a language which is international, comes
within the child's control when he is nurtured in his love
to create."

73

"Expression is also communication, or at

least an attempt to communicate ... it implies the intention
to affect other people ..• "

74

Not only is art a direct

means of communication but also an indirect means of
" unconscious
.
1 y expressing
.
h'is persona 1·ity in
.
h'is ... art. 1175

Imagination
The ability to empathize and to intuit run hand-in-hand
with the ability to bring visual images to the level of

17

awareness.

76

Imagination is one of the contents of the

mind which is empowered by the person inside and the world
outs1."d e. 77

It is a constructive force when it is accom-

78
· d b y creat i v1.ty.
.
pan1.e

The child's imagination is so

unconscious that a pencil may become an airplane, whereas
an adult would be inhibited to pretend such a thing.

78

The ability to use imagination is valuable to creativity.

Appreciation
A child's sensitivity to his environment enables him
to become sensitive to the needs of others.

79

Art can

help him "learn to understand" other works of art and

.
.
80
cause h 1.m
to re 1 ate to h"1.s environment.

Art aids

children in becoming a "contributing part of the culture."
Not only in the broad sense of environment is this true,
but also when working with his peers.

When students are

given group projects, "every participant subordinates his
own contribution to the whole ... " thus developing insightful feeling toward his classmates.

81

Interrelation Of Subjects
"Creative processes stimulate creativeness in general."
Art interrelates with other subjects increasing the other
subjects' profit to the child.

It is found that art

82

18

activities are important as reinforcing agents in teaching
.
83
rea d 1ng.

Art used in elementary math classes enhanced

concrete-to-abstract experiences; they also help develop
problem solving skills.

84

Math was shown to initiate less

anxiety and more positive attitudes when art was associated
. h i t. 85
wit

Art educators also believe that drawing produces

academic benefits in that it produces visual means for
written concepts.

Drawing develops mental representations
.

an d i mproves memory re t ention.

86

Art education studies support interdisciplinary use of
.
f or co d.1ng in
' f ormation
·
f rom ot h er su b.Jects. 87
art as a me d 1um
There is also an indication that art may be an esseuLlal
element in elementary curriculum for maintaining favorable
attitudes toward learning in many subjects.

"Any creative

art activity will greatly contribute in building a positive
attitude toward school ... and a desirable foundation for
democratic living.

1188

"Art education may well become the

catalyst for a child-centered education in which the
individual and his creative potentialities are placed
above subject matter .•. 1189

Need For A Private/Parochial Elementar y Art
Curriculum
Over 2,000 years ago Plato recognized the importance
in training the "hand and mind."

He said, " ... we must make

19

art the basis of education because it can operate in
childhood, during the sleep of reasoning; and when reason
does come, art will have prepared a path for her, and
1190
·
d ...
s h e wi·11 b e greete d as a f rien

Elliot Eisner says,

" ... a school or a school system that deprives children of
the forms of literacy that arts education makes possible
will graduate from its schools less than semi-literate
children. 1191

There is no way to compensate for what is

lost by not having an art program; "after all it takes only
. k a 1 arge sip.
h'
1192
one sma 11 h o 1 e to sin

And neither will

the passage of time nor the influx of cultures negate the
hurna11 uee<l8

LhaL

are

uuu.L'l8he<l

by

L11e

arL8,

State Surve y Of Art Programs And Curricula.
conducted in September,

A survey

1982, of 100 private/parochial

schools in the State of Washington had a 48% return.
Twenty-two of these 49 schools, or 45%, taught some
form of art in their schools; however, only eight of these
22 schools with art programs had or used a written curriculum in their schools.

Of the eight schools which have

available a form of written curriculum only three of them
or 16% felt satisfied with their materials.
Also,

of the 49 schools, one-half of the respondents,

or 49%, expressed dissatisfaction either with the adequacy
of their program or with regard to the written materials

20

for art which were being used.
Out of the 49 respondents only eight schools or 16%
said that they used an art curriculum.
100 pupils,

16 taught some kind of art.

a written curriculum.

In schools of under
One of these used

Three schools felt that their program

In schools between 100 and 200 pupils,

was adequate.

two

schools out of the existing three had art programs and
used curricula.
was adequate.
pupils.

One of those schools felt that their program
There was one school between 200 and 300

It had no art program and no art curriculum was

being developed.

There were four schools between 300 and

400 p11pils.

ThrP.P. of theRP. hac'l an art program and used a

curriculum.

Two of these indicated that their program was

adequate.

There was one elementary school of between 400

and 500 pupils.

It had no art program.

In addition to

the survey questions seven respondents voluntarily either
requested help in forming an art curriculum or expressed
a desire to see the results of this project when finished.
(See Appendix B)
A Review Of State Universit y And Colle g e Catalo g s.

A

review of university and college catalogs in the State of
Washington which offer elementary teacher education,
cated that art is largely an optional offering.

indi-

One

institution out of 15 required art for their elementary
teachers.

The trend for elementary teacher training

21

represented by the majority of these 1981 -

1983 catalogs

is to make any art courses optional and at the discretion
of the individual student.

It may be a requirement selected

from several multiple choices.

It is quite conceivable

that there may be many elementary teachers without any
background in art.
Summary

There is an inherent need for art experience in every
child.

It satisfies the child's soul,

gives him an

ability to appreciate life and himself, and is a joyful
weau8 of cuwwuulcaLluu.

Aud yeL lt appear8

Lhat lu 8p1Le

of the diversity of training for the elementary school
teacher, many are not being adequately prepared to handle
art in a practical way in the classroom.
proposed,

in order to meet these needs,

Therefore, it is
that a simple

knowledge skills art curriculum for elementary faculty
and administrators of limited art background be prepared
for the private/parochial schools of the State of Washington.

I

CHAPTER III

PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY

Introduction
Initial information concerning needs of private school
arts were gathered by a survey-questionnaire written and
sent to private school art teachers or administrators in the
State of Washington.

Second, the elementary teachers of

two private schools were surveyed.
istrators were interviewed.

Third, several admin-

Fourth, small school art curri-

cula were sought and art curricula in general were surveyed
from university libraries.

Preliminary Survey
A preliminary survey was taken to determine private
school art curriculum needs specifically in Protestant
schools.

A list of schools was obtained from the Washington

Education Directory, 1981-82 and private Protestant schools
were chosen in order to limit the sc~pe of the study.

Nearly

400 schools are listed in this directory, their number was
reduced by the selection of schools which most closely
resemble that school in which the author works and has the
22
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most intimate knowledge.

Those listed respectively included

Baptist schools, independent schools and Lutheran schools
chosen alphabetically until 100 was reached, a limit due
to the availability of minimal financial resources, yet
meeting basic research guidelines.

TABLE I

Protestant Schools Survey Breakdown

100
Schools
Surveyed

Baptist----------7
Independent-----73
Lutheran--------20

The survey was conducted in the form of a questionnaire
accompanied by a letter written on the official school
letterhead explaining the reason for the study and a selfaddressed,

stamped return envelope.

Care was taken to

express appreciation for the respective respondent's time
in returning the completed questionnaire.

The initial

envelope was addressed to the administrator listed under
the school name as printed in the Washington Education
Directory for 1981-82.

If no administrator's name was

24

given, the envelope was addressed to the "administrator
or art teacher."

The letter was addressed in the same

fashion.
The questionnaire contained five yes or no questions
regarding the specific art program of each particular
school and an additional open question encouraging free
comments.
name,

The questionnaire requested the respondent's

school and size of the school population.

(See

Appendix A)

Teacher Survey
A written survey was presented to the elementary
teachers of two private/parochial schools in Tacoma.
The purpose of this survey was to gain an understanding
of what the needs of the elementary classroom teacher are
regarding the teaching of art.

The first page of six

nominal questions and one ordinal lettered A -

F inquired

into the educational status of the teacher and the kinds
of college preparation methods courses.

The second page

proposed questions requesting specific data,

such as

lists of helpful books each teacher has used in the classroom, areas of weaknesses in the elementary teacher's
training, and what kinds of activities the students of
that teacher's particular grade level responded to with

25

interest.

The results of this survey represent the teacher's

input as part of this project.

(See Appendix A)

Administrator Interviews
Several administrators of private/parochial schools
were interviewed in order to obtain an indication of needs
for writing a private school curriculum.

In the interview

the administrators' educational and professional backgrounds
were considered including specific art training.

Also

of major concern was whether or not the school had a written
art curriculum.

(See Appendix A)

Curriculum Library Files
Other kinds of information were gathered from previously
written curricula on file in various university libraries.
These curricula guides were not limited to those found in
Washington State but some from other states were taken into
consideration.
The search for curricula led to an interview with
Rebecca Duran, Washington State Art Coordinator.
is located in Olympia, Washington,
Office Building.

Her office

in the State Education

She gave several pertinent comments and

shared a small school

art curriculum guide,

grades 1 -

from the State Art Education files written in 1978.

3,

26

Several curricula were reviewed from the Eric files.
These and the preceding research make up the basis for the
following project in Chapter IV.
paginated.

The project is separately
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Introduction

This art curriculum guide is specifically developed
for grades

(K)

1 -

6 private/parochial schools in the

State of Washington.

It is designed for those with a

limited art background on both the administrative and
teacher levels.

This guide outlines major areas suitable

for these personnel who also are confronted with limited
finances; however,

it is meant to be flexible allowing

for adaptations by staff and faculty in meeting individual
specific goals and interests.

Additional resources are

suggested to augment what is found here.

Purpose

This guide is designed to be a help.

It is not intended

to be used verbatim but rather to stimulate your school
personnel to write their own philosophy of art,
objectives.
expansions.

goals and

It is left open-ended for additions and

36

Preface
Part I deals with philosophy, goals and objectives.
While several examples are provided in Appendix I, it
is strongly suggested that these only be referred to as
guides when

a

school writes its own.

Part II is a composite of many underlying factors
which contribute to the success of the art program.
Part III presents suggestions for planning effective
lessons and a representation of projects suitable for
grade levels 1 -

6.

Part IV gives suggestions for getting started on
a first-time art program.
Following Part IV is the bibliography and appendix I.

PART I

PHILOSOPHY, GOALS AND OBJECTIVE

The Foundation For The Art Curriculum
A Picture Of The Art Curriculum
An Expanded Picture Of The Art Curriculum

37
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THE FOUNDATION FOR THE ART CURRICULUM

The philosophy of your school is the first consideration in building a consistent, sturdy, individualistic,
meaningful art curriculum.
Carefully consider your school's
own written philosophy.
Determine the major direction
points; those points will be directly reflected in your
written art philosophy.
The art curriculum goals will
reflect the goals of the individual school.
Each school
will determine the specific community and student needs
of the people it serves.
This will determine the direction
of the school and its curricula.

~

ART
CURRICULUM
PHILOSOPHY

SCHOOL
PHILOSOPHY

I
I

I

SCHOOL GOALS

t- __ REFLE...£.T~ _

_

'V
ART
CURRICULUM
GOALS

I
I

~

ART
CURRICULUM
OBJECTIVES

3 .g

A PICTURE OF THE ART CURRICULUM

The Pictorial Growth Of A School's Curriculum

teachers
parents
students

40

It is in keeping with the general philosophy and goals
of art education which produces the belief that art benefits
the personality of the whole child and of all children;
the academic learning of what the elements and principles
of design are and the technical "how to" of learning
skills should not dominate the importance of other quality
aspects such as expression, aesthetic enjoyment, creativity,
therapeutic needs, appreciation of culture, development
of open-mindedness, enrichment of leisure time and, in
general, giving meaning to the whole school curriculum.
Strive for a balance when considering all the potential
learning facets of art.

THE ART CUBE

K
l
2

COGNITIVE

3

AFFECTIVE

4

PSYCHOMOTOR

5

6
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AN EXPANDED PICTURE OF THE ART CURRICULUM

Here the major areas of the art curriculum are taken
off the picture cube and subdivided to expand the meaning
and scope of what each topic entails.
The essential foundations of the art curriculum are
outlined here.

1.

A.

curriculum
foundations

2.

3.

philosophy

goals

objectives

a.

cognitive

b.

affective

C •

psychomotor
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The large field of technical art knowledge has been reduced
to these essential topics:
a.

1. elements and
principles
of design.

2.

B.

technical art knowledge

elements: space,
format, line, shape,
pattern, texture,
color
b. principles: balance
rhythm (repetition
and variety) perspective, volume,
proportion

a, proper use and cleanup of tools used in
technical
each art process.
skills ("how-- b. special manipulations
to-do")
with tools, processes
and/or media which
are needed to give
specific effects.

spiritual: awareness
open-ended attitude.
b. creative: expression,
imagination, direct
visual/tactile experience.
c. indirect visual
experience.
a.

3.

spiritual,
creative and appreciative
qualities
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a .
b,

1. drawing

....
C •

a.

2. painting -

, -- ----.1/--___,
C.

b.
C •

pencils, pens
crayons, chalk,
oil pastels
glue; other combinations

inks, tempra, watercolor
fingerpaint
wax and tempra
resists and other
combinations

media processe s

a.

3. printmaking

b.
C •

a.
b.
4. sculpture c.
(or 3-D
- d.
work)
e.
f.

relief: direct
stamping (gadgets
etc.), woodcut,
linoleum-cut, cardboard (or collographs),
monoprints*
intaligio: styrofoam
planographic:**stencils,
screening.

ceramics, plaster
mobiles***stabiles****
papermache
cardboard, paper, wood
fibers, fabrics (also
stitchery, weaving)
combinations/miscellaneous

*
A monoprint is a design drawn through a smooth plate
of ink and printed only once; a collograph is made from a
"board" of different kinds of textures glued on in a pattern
and then printed.
**
Planographic is any method of printing where the inked
surface is flat, such as in silkscreening.
***
A mobile is a hanging moving sculpture;****A stabile
is a stationary (table-top) sculpture with limited movement
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This pictorial section of the art curriculum cube shows
maturation levels, simplified to correlate to approximate
grade levels and a recommended sequence of corresponding
theory/skill levels.

,
STAGE I

(K)

Age of very high experiementation/exploration with media and free imagination, very
limited terminology is presented; teach
care of tools.

~

1-2 Age of experimentation/exploration with
media and tools; use most simple terminology in conversation and present simple
theory and skills.

'-

3

Slowly begin to bring together media,
skills, academic theory as a complementary
part of the class's subject matter. Experimentation and exploration usually
continue through the first part of the
3rd grade with most students.

4

Greater emphasis on technical usage of
media skills.
A greater usage of these
is possible as the student approaches a
maturation level demanding understanding
of realism.
Make art directly correlational to specific subjects (math, science,
history, etc.)
This takes more effort
because the subjects take on greater
independence of their own as the grade
levels get higher .

I 5

Heavier emphasis upon theory (especially
realism), understanding terms, usage of
elements and a more precise introduction
to principles.
Review skills, academic
knowledge, and usage of media.
Introduce
more sophisticated usage of media. Students
at this age level are most able to learn
and to be interested in art theory and
skills in usage of media.

STAGE II~

D.

Simplif~e~
maturat10! \
levels basec
upon grade /
levels.
J

.

STAGE III ~
6

\.

A continuation of 5th grade, bringing all
of the above together and grasping a
practical function of them as the students
work on projects related to all the above
listed.
Use lots of crafts and manipulate projects especially with a group of
students who need to rely upon art as
therapy.

PART II

PREPARATIONS FOR THE ART PROGRAM

What is the picture of art?
What is creativity?
What can the administrator do?
What can the teacher do?
How to motivate.
How does the artist see?
How to help students think in the artist's
language.
How to appreciate art.
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THE ART PICTURE

Development Within The Child

EVALUATION

CONCEPTS
smelling
hearing
seeing
remembering
responding
intuiting
thinking

unique
personal
expression
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CREATIVITY

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW:
Creativity is akin to imagination; being creative
involves a flexible attitude which enables a student to
use common components in different, interesting and sometimes hitherto unthought of relationships, (art components:
media, elements and principles, tools or skills).
Children often discover a better way to do a project
than that which an adult outlines for them as they work
along, (give them an open and warm climate to share these
ideas).
For children writing and drawing are thought to be
much the same; one flows into the other.
Mimeograph type colored sheets superimpose adult
images which are foreign to the child's own schema (pictorial
mental image) and in turn dulls their sensitivity to see
things for themselves.
This works against creativity.
(The school can invest in quantities of plain newsprint
paper and have the child from an early age draw 3 balls
+ 2 balls and color them blue or red, etc.).
Creativity is thought to be best encouraged in an
atmosphere where questions are more of a premium than
answers.
Some sensitivity toward creativity may be inherited
however, it is believed that all children have certain
potentials of creativity if trained early and encouraged.
Creativity is common to humanity.
Creative persons tend to find order in disorder.
Developing the creative mode of thought in art tends
to carry over into other fields of study.
Creativity is essential to the survival and progress
of our culture.
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FOR THE ADMINISTRATOR:

The administrator's interest and encouragement in
implementing the art program is essential.
The administrator's attitude may be a stimulus for
positive growth without having intimate knowledge of what
art is.
The administrator may seek for a qualified art person
among his faculty, in his school community or in the
community outside of the school population to be of service
to help coordinate an art program, curriculum and/or an
in-service training for classroom teachers.
A qualified art person is one who has studied fine
arts in an art school or at a university and understands
the importance of creativity and imagination as well as
an academic knowledge of elements and principles of desien,
That person also has skill in working with specific media
and knows how to use them and the tools involved with them.
A qualified art person is more than a crafts person who
knows some interesting projects.
The importance of art is not seen in a finished
product but rather in the developing attitude of the children.
That attitude in the child will be described as being
flexible, open, and as having a sustained creativity and
imagination.
The administrator is the ultimate source of encouragement, support and resource finder for the art program.

EXPECT YOUR ART PROGRAM TO PROVIDE EXPERIENCES IN:
1)

examining intensively both natural and man-made
objects from many sources

2)

expressing individual ideas and feelings through
use of a variety of art media suited to the manipulative abilities and expressive needs of the
student

3)

experimenting
indepth with art materials and
processes to determine their effectiveness in
achieving personal expressive form
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4)

working with tools appropriate to the students'
abilities in order to develop manipulative skills
needed for satisfying aesthetic expression

5)

organizing, evaluating, and reorganizing work in
process to gain an understanding of the formal
structuring of line, form, color, and texture
in space

6)

looking at, reading about, and discussing works
of art painting, sculpture, constructions,
architecture, industrial and handcrafted products,
using a variety of educational media and community resources

7)

evaluating art of both students and mature artists,
industrial products, home and community design

8)

seeing artists produce works of art in their
studios, in the classroom, or on film

9)

engaging in activities which provide opportunities
to apply art knowledge and aesthetic judgment to
personal life, home, or community planning.

Direct the art program so that it integrates with the
overall school curriculum.
Creativity in art carries
over into other areas.
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WHAT CAN THE TEACHER DO?

The teacher:
sets the climate for art/creativity in an open and
warm environment and is himself/herself congenial
is a guide to motivate interests, stimulate visual
imagination
asks provocative questions, demands original answers
open endedly recognizes and values unfamiliar ideas
of originality (i.e. purple cows, green faces, different
understanding of skill methods)
through psychology and on-the-job experience learns
to accurately predict behavior of the students in given
situations
recognizes individual differences -- physical, emotional,
intellectual and cultural
respects the best effort work of a child and such
respect among the other students
provides added materials for gifted children
listens to students and understands what they mean
allows children to think and act on their own ideas
at their own level
knows when to encourage work on a project and when
to stop it
directs beneficial non-conformity rather than disciplining it
maintains a flexible attitude
is responsible for teaching adequate skills (how to use
tools) and demonstrates processes and different possibilities
with media
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structures lessons so that the student finds room
to explore his own ideas within the framework of the lesson
presented
plans art experiences to arise out of the life experiences of the child
sees art as a means of developing child's total
creativity
provides adequate motivation to help stir up mental
visual images
aims the major part of controlling discipline at the
student's evolvement with his work
recdgnizes the child's maturation level and seeks to
guide him toward the next level of growth
makes provision for showing student's art work and
for adequate praise and appreciation of that student's
work.
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HOW TO MOTIVATE

1)
Help build sensory awareness by arousing natural
curiosity and calling attention to natural and man-made
objects; stimulate the child by use of many descriptive
adjectives.
2)
Help the child to talk about and describe what
his five senses take in.
3)
Help the child to discriminate important from
unimportant experiences; guide him into experiences with
an evaluative criteria which the child can understand.
4)
Plan field trips, films (on nature or informative
creative ways to handle media and tools).
5)
Providing opportunities to work with nedia (and
processes) on-hands experiences increase motivating interests
and produce empathy with artists or develop appreciation.
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HOW DOES THE ARTIST SEE?

To an artist trees are no longer trees; instead they
become rhythmic lines.
The leaves become shapes and the
sky around them becomes negative shapes.
Water is no
longer blue but a certain reflected value of the sky and
landscape.

HOW TO HELP THE STUDENT TO THINK IN THE ARTISTS' LANGUAGE

A teacher can help the student learn to think in
artistic language by:
1)

helping him to develop an awareness of what he

sees
2)
by helping him to describe nature, what he sees,
feels and knows
3)
so that he may project his imagination, enlarging
his visual imagery
4)
using the artist's language as often as opportunity
arises, (i.e., describe and talk of things using a visual
expressive language, use lots of adjectives, incorporate
a vocabulary evolving the elements and principles of design)
5)
letting the student handle, experiment and work
with artist's media and tools
6)
getting the student to talk about the design
character (as well as the subject matter) of his work and
that of other artists, (i.e., critiquing; evaluation in
terms of the elements and principles of design) and
enjoying all kinds of works of art.
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HOW TO APPRECIATE ART

The appreciation of art involves enjoying and critiqing
works of art.
It involves understanding the skills, media,
tools and thoughts of the artist.

CASUAL APPROACH
1)

teacher approaches art and life with positiveness

2)
the teacher talks with enthusiasm in talking about
nature, artists and art work
3)
the teacher provides experiences with art media
and processes where the student learns empathy through
working with like media.

FORMAL APPROACH
1)
the student studies selected reproductions of
important artists
2)
studies involve collected art objects which may
be on loan from friends of the school or others in the
community.
Also inquire for loans at museums and galleries.
3)
the teacher plans to include art museums, galleries
and artists in field trips.
Ask the students to observe
and look for certain things before you go.
Help them
observe while you are out and then open-endedly discuss
what they've seen and felt when they return
4)
select areas of study appropriate to your school
and your students.
Some suggested areas:
a)
b)
c)

the artist in the community
American artists
art all around us; natural and man-made
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HOW TO ENJOY AND CRITIQUE WORKS OF ART

I.

The Artist And The Community
A.

List Artist Occupations
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

II.

7)
8)
9)
10)

painter
ceramist
glass blower
sculpture
weaver
jeweler

11)

architect
art gallery director
graphic commercial artist
industrial artist
photographer

B.

Find out what these artists do;
discuss them.

find examples and

C.

Compare the kinds of art jobs with other jobs of
other community workers.

Correlate other subjects with art (once a teacher begins
to apply himself/herself toward integrating art and
other subjects, many ideas will begin to develop out
of his own experiences)
A.

Social Studies
1.

Acquaint students with several American artists
Suggested artists and paintings:
a)

Bellows - Ann In A Purple Wrap
Dempsey And Feirpo
The Sand Team
Polo At Lakewook

b)

Cassatt -

c)

Feininger -

d)

Homer -

Stud y Of "The Banjo Lesson"
Woman With Do g
Peaceful Navi g ation
Church At Gelmerada
Villa g e Street

Breezin g Up
Herrin g Net
Weather Beaten
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e)

B.

C.

Wyeth -

Shed Lantern
Stud y For "A p ril Wind"

2.

Teach the student to associate the artist with
the painting.

3.

Given the name of the artist the student will
select the right one from a small group of works.

4.

Students will recognize medium used (oil,
water color, other)

English
1.

Discuss descriptively the subject's action,
mood and/or overtones of meaning suggested in
a selected painting taken from any cultural
background.

2.

Have the class give brainstorm imaginations
about what might have happened, be happening
or is about to happen in a work of art.

3.

Write on an aspect concerning the painting
or other work of art.

Math
1.

Discuss geometrically the different structures
of shapes and volumes.

2.

Create the 3-d volumes as projects and as visual
aids for each individual student .
Created
volumes may be decorated, used to combine
together to create other forms.
For example,
different animals may be made from combining
the basic volumes with miscellaneous pieces
added.

3.

Look for and discuss geometry as seen in great
works of art and in nature, talk about rhythm
and how all the elements of art hold the work
together.
Look for proportion, relate to
fractions and notice how they balance.

4.

Do paper folding not only to increase dexterity
skills but also to discuss geometric relationships.
Notice how shapes become 3-d volumes and forms.
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D.

Science
1.

All aspects of the study of science can be
overlapped with art.
For example:

E.

a)

The solar system elements which make up
the solar system and their characteristics
are studied.
Construction paper shapes
are cut out to represent each solar body.
As discussion progresses about a body's
character, oil pastels or other cut papers
may be added to increase the child's understanding of what that planet might look
like.
Placement around a sun may be
discussed as students glue down their
planets and other heavenly bodies onto a
dark blue or black background.
Ask the
students about asteroids, stars, moons,
etc.

b)

All sorts of objects may be drawn as they
study -- plants, leaves, flowers, rocks,
anatomy, animals, etc.

c)

Isolate parts of found objects and reproduce
the patterns, textures and colors observed.
Enlarge portions of visual images to create
new visual images.
Such designs may become
parts of folders for papers, covers for
binding books, backgrounds for bulletin
boards or hanging up papers, mats for
displaying plain objects or they may be
displayed for enjoyment just as they are.

d)

Instead of just talking about fossils have
students collect items with distinct,
sharp outlined edges and cast them in
plaster.
These may be hung as plaques or
used with a backing as paper weights.
They
may be stained or colored with paint.

e)

After field trips,
made into mobiles,

found objects may be
sculptures, collages, etc.

Art for its own sake:
Studying to understand art
elements and principles.
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1.

Study art in terms of elements and principles.
Elements:
a)

line
weak, fine
strong, heavy
statis, horizontal
active, diagonal

b)

color
hue (cool and warm)
value (low or dark - black - to high or
light - white)
intensity (degree of brightness)

c)

shape
size
contour (the outside line)
kinds of geometric shapes
negative and positive

d)

space
flat, shallow, deep
negative and positive

Principles:

2.

a)

rh y thm (eye movement)
fast, flow
smooth, jumpy
line, shape or color

b)

balance (visual weight)
even, tippy

Let the child point out how the artist has
used each art element or principle in the work
studied.
Suggested works:
Bellows Dempsey And Firpo
Homer
Breezing Up
Kohn Tiger
Lawrence Parade
Soyer Dancers
Woodruff
Poor Man's Cotton
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3.

Learn the characteristics of styles of painting.
a)

Realism -- the artist attempts to achieve
the effect of reality.
He handles colors,
light and perspective in a realistic way.

b)

Modified Realism ( Abstraction -- there is
a convincing representation of objects,
but there may be little regard for an
accurate treatment of light, color or
perspective.
Light is not always understood
and is often a stage-like effect).

c)

Non-Objective (flat or 2-dimensional,
depth or 3-dimensional) There is no
representation of recognized subject
matter.

PART III

PREPARING THE ART LESSON

How To Plan An Art Lesson
How To Plan A Unit
Plan The Year's Work
Why Understand Maturation Levels
How To Understand What Design Is
How to Teach Drawing
How To Teach Painting
How To Teach Sculpture
How To Teach Printmaking
Paper-mache Hints
Clay Hints
Some Do's and Don'ts For The Teacher
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HOW TO PLAN AN ART LESSON

A.

The planning direction is determined by:
1.
2.
3.

B.

Determinatory aspects for a prospectively successful
art lesson:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

C.

order of presentation
lesson title
objective
aims
motivation
procedure
materials needs
distribution procedure
clean-up procedure
evaluation

After determining a methodological approach, reflect upon
it, asking these questions to evaluate your lesson plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

D.

the needs of the student
consideration of classroom studies
the educational goals/aims set by the curriculum
and the teacher

Are the tasks set within the limits of the abilities
of the students?
Is there enough time for each student to succeed
within the time limit?
Can students make mistakes without penalty?
Will slower students have enough support?
Is there provision for the students to bear
responsibility?
What provision will be made for evaluation?

Setting up preparations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

teacher arrives before the students
teacher is adequately prepared
all materials are ready for distribution
all materials are ready for visuals or demonstrations
teacher has a clear idea of what is and is not
acceptable work in class
teacher has though out discipline procedures and
has them written out to solidify them for his
own use.
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E.

Introducing the lesson:
1.
2.
3.

F.

Encouragement - - the teacher's interaction with students:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

G.

making title and aim of lesson known and understood
by students
emphasize the ability to solve problems as well as
skills and knowledge
leave an area or areas of the lesson open for discovery.

help the students look at everyday objects with a
fresh eye
introduce experiences of beauty so that students
may appreciate it and incorporate it into their
self expression
help the student to begin at his maturity level
and then stretch it
use a variety of media for motivation
encourage and listen to student viewpoints
incorporate both reality and fantasy for a curriculum
balance

Lesson Evaluation
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Success is a yardstick showing how much the student
has learned.
Children can learn through their mistakes -- trial
and error.
Students need to leave the lesson understanding
what the purpose of the lesson was as well as having
a product.
The student should recognize why he created and
how it pertains to his daily life.
Letter grades need not be given.
However, if grades
for art are demanded of the teacher, settle on "S"
for satisfactory, "O" for outstanding (and if the
teacher feels the need, "N" for needs improvement).
The teacher may also consider giving two grades,
one for attitude and one for the creative act and
the skills and knowledge learned.
It is not a
recommended procedure to grade elementary, especially
K - 3.
Teacher evaluation of students must be done with
utmost care, because what a child creates is an
extension of him/herself.
The best thing the children can take away from
an art lesson is the contentment and joy which
comes from working with one's own hands and thinking
with one's own mind.
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HOW TO TIME AN INDIVIDUAL LESSON

ACTIVITY

TIME ALLOTTED
(Minutes)

settling down
motivating time

working time
cleaning up

5
5 -

AVERAGE TOTAL

-depending upon situation
10

20 --

-concise instruction
shorten listening time
includes demonstrating
giving out materials
-varies with schedule
and situation

5
5 -

lee-way

COMMENTS

-develop set group procedures to cut time
10

40 - 50

-working, time increases
as the grade level gets
higher, lower grades
require less time
Ex:

Kiridergarten 25 - 30 Students

How To Estimate Project Time
1)
2)
3)

*

Do it yourself.
Time yourself.
Multiply that amount of time by 3 to determine the
approximated time for the students' speed.
Group time is longer with larger classes.
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LESSON PLAN - CHECK LIST

OBJECTIVE
A.

What do you want the student to learn during this
specific period?
1.
2.
- - -- -- - - - ~ - - - -- -- -- - -- -- -3.

B.

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - -

What do they need to know in order to accomplish
this?
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
ACTIVITY
A.

What will the project be?

B.

What do the students have to know in order to
accomplish the project?
1.
2.
3. - -- - -- -- - - - - - --

--------- -----------------

----------4.-- - - -- -- - - -- -- - - - - -- - - - - - 5.
6.- - -- - - - -- -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - MOTIVATION
A.

How will I present this material?
1.

--------------------------------------------------3.
--------------------------

2•

AIDS
A.

What visual aids will help if any?
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Visual Aids (continued from page 64)
1.

2 . -----------

---------------

- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- -- - - - - - -

B.

What demonstration will help if any?
1.
- - - - -2.

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

C.

What discussion will help if any?
1.
2•

SUPPLIES

--------------------------------- -- - - --------------
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NAME OF PROJECT

----------------

LE ARN ING OBJECTIVE- - - - - -- - - - - - -- -

GRADE LEVEL - - - -- - - GROUP SIZE
MATERIALS:

1) art area

- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - -

2) design emphasis

- - -- - - -- - - - - - - -

3) related subjects

-------------VOCABULARY:

INTRODUCTION:

MOTIVATION:

PROCEDURE:

RESOURCES:

EVALUATION:
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HOW TO PLAN A UNIT

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select a topic.
Select a project appropriate to the topic.
Set over-all aims and objectives. (Why are we doing
this project and has the child gained from it?)
Plan a procedure for the entire unit.
Divide into individual lessons according to time
alloted iri the program.
Time Breakdown:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

aim/objective for each lesson
materials for each lesson
motivation for each lesson
demonstration for each lesson
working time for each lesson
clean-up time for each lesson

*A well-planned art lesson will run smoothly and
will be an aid to good discipline.

FORM "A"
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NINE WEEK PLAN
MON.

TUES.

WED.

THURS.

FRI.
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FORM "B"

DATE

PRINCIPLE

YEAR

GRADE

ART SCHEDULE
MEDIA

TECHNIQUE

PROJECT
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PLAN THE YEAR'S WORK

A YEAR'S PLANNING:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

assures a well-rounded program
keeps the teacher from concentr.ating too long in
one area
helps the teacher anticipate materials needed
helps anticipate when lengthy processes can best
be planned
shows how seasonal projects naturally fall into
the program calendar
reveals more clearly how and when to incorporate
other subjects into the art curriculum
saves time-consuming projects for long winter
months
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SUGGESTED TIME ALLOTMENT

Recommended number of weeks devoted to each area during a
thirty-six week school year.

CATEGORIES

Grade 1

1. Drawing

10 wks

2. Painting
3. Color

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

10 wks

9 wks

8 wks

8 wks

5 wks

7 wks

8 wks

9 wks

10 wks

4 wks

3 wks

3 wks

3 wks

3 wks

5 wks

4 wks

4 wks

4 wks

4 wks

5 . Printing

2 wks

2 wks

3 wks

2 wks

2 wks

6 . Cut Paper
2-D

4 wks

3 wks

4 wks

4 wks

4 wks

7 • Stitchery

3 wks

4 wks

3 wks

4 wks

4 wks

3 wks

3 wks

2 wks

2 wks

1 wk

36 wks

36 wks

36 wks

36 wks

4.

Scuplture
3-D and
Ceramics

Grade 2

and Weaving
8. Miscellaneous

TOTAL

36 wks

GRADE
1

OCTOBER

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

Topic-project
Lesson 1.
2.
3.

4.

2

Topic-project
Lesson 1.
2.
3.

4.
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WHY UNDERSTAND MATURATION LEVELS?

In the classroom a teacher readily observes the differing maturation levels in a single grade level of students.
The same spread of differences in ability will accur in
art.
In one class of 4th graders, for example, a teacher
may find a gifted or advanced student ready and interested
in realism wanting to know minutely how to create volumes
and perspective.
In the same class there may be a student
whose greatest advancement is a four-fingered stick figure
with a gigantic smiling face.
While this wide gap may not
be true in many classes, the possibility is there to be
recognized and understood by the teacher.
1)

The teacher understands maturation levels and
gently encourages the student to come up to the
next level by means of the mode of his/her
teaching.

2)

The teacher appreciates the significance of each
learning stage and respects the student for
who he is and right where he is.
The teacher
leads other students by this example so that
there is no mockery or belittling in the classroom of students or their work.

3)

Choosing a project or topic of study is done
on the basis of maturation level of the general
body of students.

4)

Evaluation is carried on within the consideration
of individual student maturation.
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WHAT ARE THE MATURATION LEVELS?

STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT IN ART

CONTROLLED MANIPULATIVE:

CHILD'S
CHARACTERISTICS

2 - 5 years old - kindergarten

STAGE'S
CHARACTER

1. development of
motor control

1. activity is
for itself,
scribbling,
daubing, tearing, patting,
cutting, rolling, squeezing

2. students work
alone

2. product may
have no meaning

GUIDANCE
1. introduce large
muscle
movement
materials

MATERIALS

blocks
easel,
brushes
play dough
ceramic
clay
lg.crayons
paper
2. select
12xl8,
a variety
butcher,
of materconstrucials
tion
sand
3. stimulate tempra:
with visual
-paint
aids,
-fingerpaint
including
work by
other artist
children
and field
trips
4. listen to
student but
avoid over
questioning
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)

STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT IN ART

SYMBOLIC:

5 -

9 years old - kindergarten to 3rd grade

EARLY SYMBOLIC:

CHILD'S
CHARACTERISTICS

1. beginning of
motor control
coordination of
hand and eye

2. ideas take on
a symbolic form

3. needs adult
approval
4. self and
family are
most important
5. demonstrates
independence,
interest in
everything and
is active

up to 7 years

STAGE'S
CHARACTER

GUIDANCE

1. shapes and
lines become
forms of objects in
child's environment the
adult may only
recognize them
if the child
makes them

1. 120 min.
week of art
i s recommended,
periods are
limited because of
short
interest
spans

MATERIALS

large
brushes
clay, play
dough
cloth
crayons
tempora:
-paint
-fingerpaint
colored
2. enlargement
2. create a paper
warm accept
of important
paste,
parts of a
ing atmosglue,
picture, nonphere
sissors
important parts
wood
will not appear 3. teach
scraps
at all
care of
simple
materials/
carpenter
tools
tools
3. there is no
local color
4. avoid
thick yar n
interest, i.e.
grading
bright
children color
artwork
how they feel;
cloth
green face,
purple cow, etc 5. motivate paper:
creative
-butcher
thou g hts,
-construc provide
tion
music,
pre-cut
drama,
tissue
(continued on next pg)
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(continued from page 70)

CHILD'S
CHARACTERISTICS

STAGE'S
CHARACTER

GUIDANCE

MATERIALS

stories,
field
trips,
objects to
see and
feel,
especially
acquaint
them with
visual/
tactile
qualities

tag or
lightweight
cardboard
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LATER SYMBOLIC STAGE:

CHILD'S
CHARACTERISTICS
1. increased
motor control

2. art becomes
a means of
communication

3. still has a
desire to
manipulate/
experiment
4. adjusting
to working in
groups

5. both sexes
have similar
interests
6. expanding
areas of
interest

up to 9 years

STAGE'S
CHARACTER
1. objects are
represented as
the child
knows them to
be without
formal perspective
(may learn to
overlap objects, mix
tints, shades)

up to 4th grade

GUIDANCE
1. efforts
made at
classroom
order/care/
respect of
materials
and tools

MATERIALS

large
brushes
oil pastels
clay
cloth
crayons
paint:
-tempra
2. continue -simple
planning
transparent
interesting paste, glue
weekly art
scissors
2. importance
time approx.scraps:
is portrayed
20 min./
-misc. wood
by size of
y arn
day, proobject
vided for
ink:
aesthetic
p apers,
3. objects may growth
cloth, card 'be drawn all
b oard,
around the
p rint3. be
outside of
sympathetic making,
the page
and enwater
couraging
soluble
4. often
p aper:
inside and
4. growth
-butcher
outside of an is recog-cardboard
object are
nized by the -construcdrawn at the
variety of
tion
same time
concepts
tissue
mi sc.
child
5. uses a base expresses
line or several with
5. the chil d
objects at
is allowed
right angles
free expres sion until
6. sky is
he himself
often a strip
complains
across the top "things
of the page
don't look
right."
(Continued on next page)
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(continued from page 72)

CHILD'S
CHARACTERISTICS

STAGE'S
CHARACTER
7. sideview/
topviews are
intermingled
8. several
events may
be shown on
one page

GUIDANCE
6 • the
child does
his own
work, don't
draw on
his work

7 • child is
encouraged
to talk
about his
work (ask
leading
questions)
shares
work with
peers,
recognize
all of the
children

MATERIALS
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BEGINNING OF REALISM STAGE: 9-11 yrs. old, 4th-6th grades

CHILD'S
CHARACTERISTICS

1. enjoys group
activities
2. active mind
for discovery
eager to learn
is ready for
many experiences, adventure,
fantastic tales

3. seeks peer
approval, forms
cliques, clubs
sees friends
of own sex,
awareness of
sex differences

4. increased
attention span

STAGE'S
CHARACTER

GUIDANCE

MATERIALS

1. becomes
self critical
and is tempted to copy out
of insecurity

1. develop
a continued respect
for property

2. avoids
hard things
like people,
a drawing
slump

2. provide
group
activity

brushes,
variety
chalk,
pastels
clay
crayons
oil
pastels
paint:
-tempra
-watercolor

3. becomes
aware of
colors, uses
color realistically
(local color
of object)
4. figures
may become
stiff because of emphasis on
detail

3. build
child's
confidence
in his
abilities
4. plan
experiences in
which
child can
be successful, capitalize on
child's
interests

paper,
colored
construction
tissue
plain/
textured
paper
mache
printmaking,
tools
ink,
soluble

5. often labels 5. art
pictures with
opportunity
words
for all
plaster
children
scrap
6. ideas come
provide
materials
from real
both visual wood
life, what he
and emocloth
sees, does,
tional
yarn
imagines
stimulation card(including
board
TV/video games
(continued on next page)
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(continued from page 79)

CHILD'S
CHARACTERISTICS

STAGE'S
CHARACTER

7. begins to
overlap objects in
picture
steps
toward
perspective,
realism
8. some remnant
of exaggeration
of important
parts
9. pictures
reflect individual
interests
Example:
ships, sports,
war, pretty
ladies,
flowers, etc.

GUIDANCE

6. help
solve
problems
of
technique,
provide
figure
drawing,
explore
new media.
Art
periods
may be
lengthened
in time
7. let the
children
know that
there are
many ways
of expression (none
is the
right way)
Introduce
different
artists,
cultures
and periods
of time,
everyone
has a
unique way
of expression
8. encourage sincere
effort.
Keep expectations

(continued on next page)

MATERIALS
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(continued from page 75)

CHILD'S
CHARACTERISTICS

STAGE'S
CHARACTER

8. (cont.)
but within
the limits
of the
child's
maturity
level

AT THIS LEVEL
CHILDREN TAKE
DIFFERING
APPROACHES TO AR1
5. VISUAL-MINDED
wantes to make
things real

GUIDANCE

10. attempts
representation
with perspective and
natural color

9. emphasize
observation of
objects
10. help the
child
discover
what makes
things look
real

6. HAPIC (or nonvisually minded)
emotions, how
things feel is
paramount

11. representations are, to
some degree
abstract
(exaggerated)
parts and
proportions
are in the
real object
but related ir:
importance to
how the child
feels toward
an object or
experience

11. emphasize emotional
aspects of
an experience
12. encourage
individual
expression
and choices
within the
art project

MATERIALS
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DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES

All children pass through certain developmental stages
in art.
The stages appear in a rather orderly manner
starting at about the age of two and conclude (as far as
the elementary grades are concerned) with the beginning
of adolescence, at age 11, 12, or 13.

Age 2 or 3

Scribble.

Age 3 or 4

Implied shapes
in scribble.

Age 3 or 4

Geometric forms,
shapes, mandalas,
X's, radials, etc.

Age 4-5 or 6

Recognizable forms
appear: houses,
people.
These
evolve from the
preceding forms.

Age 5-6

Sex of the person
drawn is shown.
The actual physical appearance or
clothes.
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Age 5-6 or 7

As child matures
more, features
and detail are
included in
drawing such as
fingers, feet,
body, trunk.

Age 5-6 or 7

Size of the
object is used
to emphasize
importance.
Large head on
mother is
example.

Age 5-6-7-8 or 9

Each child has
his/her own
individual style
of drawing and
coloring.
This
becomes more
marked as the
child is encouraged to be
inventive and
free.
A personal style is
what you are
after as an art
teacher.

Age 6 or 7

Arms stick
straight out,
legs straight
Figure
down.
drawn front
view. Almost
always smiling.

Age 6 or 7

Often times
animals have
human faces
looking at you.
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Age 6 or 7

A ground line or
stand line appears.
Previously objects
seemed to be
floating in space.

Age 6-7

Skyline appears
but sky and ground
do not touch.
Object often floats
between the two.

Age 6-7-8-9-10

Children most often
draw people, animals,
flowers, suns,
clouds, trees, houses,
rainbows.

Age 7-8

Human feet are often
drawn side view or
what appears as 3/4
view.
Seldom straight
on.

Age 7-8

Sky and ground meet.
Object placed in
front of ground and
sky.
Now a context
has been set for the
object drawn.

I
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Age 7-8-9

Pictures take on much
detail.
Children
tend to use bright
colors and apply them
in a fantasy approach.
As awareness develops
more detail is
included.

Age 7-8-9

Action appears in
picture shortly after
context is established.

Age 8 or 9

Profiles begin to appear
about the age of 8 and
increase gradually over
the next years.

Age 8-9-10

Children may start to
use shading in drawing
if encouraged by
teacher.

Age 9-10

Children more interested in color hues,
values and intensities
in their work.

Age 9-10-11

Children can create
depth (3-dimension)
by overlapping forms.
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Age 9-10-11

Multiple baselines
used to indicate
distances.

Age 10-11-12

Children may start
to use perspective
in their drawing
to show depth if
taught by teacher.

Age 11-,-12-13

Realism starts to
become very important
to the child.
Drawings become
stiff and emotionless
in contrast to the
fantasy work of the
primary and intermediate child.

Age 5-6-7-8-9

Development of skills
with 3-D media
roughly is that
actualized when
working with 2-D
media.
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HOW TO UNDERSTAND WHAT DESIGN IS

Often times the word composition is used interchangeably with the word design.
Just as a musician composes
music out of certain elements which follow principles,
so does the artist compose art out of elements which
follow certain principles.
There is a certain amount
of felt intuition that goes into the composing of an
artwork, but awareness to what may make a successful design
can be studied and practiced.
Elements are initial building blocks out of which a
design is constructed.
Each element is also somewhat
like the ingredients in a cake; when all of them are
put together in certain proportions and in the right way,
they make a lovely cake.
If the eggs or leavening are left
out of the cake, it is flat and uninteresting to eat.
So it is with art.
When some of the elements of design
are neglected or principles ignored, a work of art will
appear quite mediocre and its enduring quality will
be marred.
Elements of design can then be correlated as
being like the basic ingredients to a cake, and the principles of design are like the means by which these ingredients
are put together to make the cake.
The young child, when nurtured in a warm and encouraging
environment, has been noted as having a natural sense for
a strong usage of elements and principles without knowing
what they are.
The child, unless this natural sense has
been damaged, can be encouraged from this beginning point
by developing increased awareness, stimulating motivation,
opportunities for exploration and some basi~ skills~
While artists use many elements and principles, this
guide selects a few which seem to be the most valuable to
the elementary school child.
Elements and principles are
not separated into different categories but presented
generally as just helpful design guidelines.
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WHEN TO INTRODUCE ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

It is not so important when an element or principle
is introduced but more so how a skilled teacher can predigest a concept into its simplest understanding and give
it in small snatches to his/her students.
In English,
as a rule of thumb, the ABC's are first and so in art are
the elements of design, first in learning the artist's
language.
Then in English the sentence structure is
learned after the parts of speech are learned.
So then,
the principles of design are rules by which the elements
may best function, very much like the rules of English
as applied to the usage of nouns and verbs etc.

Further Determinants
The general maturity of the majority of students
will decide which materials, skills and projects
will be introduced.
The size of the group of students which will be
taught will determine which materials, skills and
projects may be introduced.
The simplicity with which the teacher can break
down the steps of the process and explanations.
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THE ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

It is recommended that in the elementary classroom
the legal definitional differences between elements of
design and principles of design not be made.
The following
information is given as instruction to the classroom
teacher.
Choose one term (either element or principle)
and use it consistently.
You may talk about elements of
design and still refer to rhythm, a principle.
The
isolated principle, terms perspective and proportion may
be understood by the most mature students only.
Find
ways to explain what they see using the students' own
experiences as references, so that they at least develop
a feeling for the lesson of the project at hand.

ELEMENTS OF DESIGN

SPACE:

Is the limitlessness which goes on and
one unless it is defined by boundaries.

SPACE DIVISION:

Large and small variety of shape sizes
within a given space add interest to
the whole design.

FORMAT:

In order to define how much space is
to be used for the design at hand, the
space is limited.
This is done by
drawing a line around how much space is
to be used; this line forms a basic
shape, square, circle, rectangle, triangle.
The format is the outside edge of the
design and where it will be framed.

LINE:

A moving dot produces a line.
Lines
may be either straight or curved; these
may be
fat-skinny
jagged-sworling
geometric-metamorphic, etc.

9.0

SHAPE:

NEGATIVE AND
POSITIVE SHAPES:

When a line crosses or touches itself
and forms an enclosure it becomes
a shape.
Positive shapes are the objects which
we most readily see and recognize.
Example:
A tree, a cup, etc.
Negative shapes (spaces) exist
between objects or appear as holes
within an object and as the surrounding
area of the objects.
Example:
Rather
than observing the tree, we look at
the shapes between the limbs, the leaves,
and perhaps the space or shape between
the outside edge of the tree and the
outside edge of the house.

PATTERN:

Repeating a kind of shape in a certain
organized fashion produces a pattern.
Different lines and shapes can be
combined to create interesting
patterns.

TEXTURE:

Texture is a feeling of a surface quality
which one gets from looking at or touching
items.
VISUAL:
Visual texture is reduced
almost to a pattern because it is flat
or 2-D.
Example:
wood-textured contact
paper.
ACTUAL:
Actual textures can be felt
by the hand.
They have raised or
indented surfaces.
Example:
Sandpaper,
bark, screening, wood.

COLOR:

Color in the fine arts is related to
theories based upon earth pigments or
chemical mistures.
(Photography and
physics use light theory and different
primary colors).
HUE:

Hue is the term used to mean color.

COLOR WHEEL:
Is an artist's tool by
which that artist studies the relationships of (pigment) colors.
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~

PRIMARY COLORS:
Are the basic colors
which cannot be mixed and yet all colors
are mixed from them.
They are located
on the color wheel in the formation
of an isosceles triangle.
Red, Yellow,
Blue.

0

SECONDARY COLORS:
These colors are
mixed from portions of primary colors.
They are located on the color wheel in
the form of an isosceles triangle.
red+ yellow= orange
yellow+ blue= green
red= blue= violet

6.

ORANGE
GREEN
VIOLET

INTERMEDIATE COLORS:
These colors are
also placed on the color wheel in the
formation of two isosceles triangles.
These colors are mixed by adding parts
of primary colors and secondary colors.
They are:
red+ orange= RED ORANGE
red+ violet= RED VIOLET
yellow+ green= YELLOW GREEN
yellow+ orange= YELLOW ORANGE
blue+ violet= BLUE VIOLET
blue+ green= BLUE GREEN
Intermediate colors repeat the primary
name first.
THE COLOR WHEEL

violet

INTENSITY:
Is how pure the color is,
that is, its fullest and brightest
unaltered hue.
(VALUE:)
How much lightness or darkness
a color has.
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TINT:
Is any color plus white.
altered to become lighter.
SHADE:
Is a color plus black.
altered to become darker.

It is
It is

COMPLEMENTARY:
Two colors which are
located opposite each other on the color
wheel.
When placed in their full
brightness next to each other, they
cause the eye to vibrate, making the
eyes grow tired.
However, if the two
colors are mixed together they are
greyed.
When the two colors are mixed
proportionately, they produce a neutral
color.
COOL COLORS:
Affect our emotions.
Blues, greens, and violets are called
cool.
These remind us of grass, trees,
water, etc.
WARM COLORS:
Make us feel warm and
generally cheerful.
They are reds,
yellows, and violets.
NOTE:

red violet and yellow green
can be either warm or cool.

Do not inhibit young children in their
selection of colors.
Avoid imposing
adult standards on young children.
Young children do not see local color
(the object's true color) as always
the right color.
They feel their
objects emotionally.
Self-portraits
may be red if they feel happy.

PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

BALANCE:

Is based on the concept that everything
(line, shape, space, etc.) has visual
weight.
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Example:
How heavy does a big black
square feel as compared to a small
orange circle? How heavy does a large
vase of flowers appear as compared to
a hair comb?
If you squint and put your finger in
the middle of the bottom of the picture,
does any object within the picture
appear to tip it? Visually the eye will
go easily back and forth equalizing the
visual weight on both sides of the
design or picture.
(FORMAL OR SYMMETRICAL:)
Objects and
elements are similar in size, shape,
and color on both sides of the picture
or composition.
Example:
A face is symmetrical; in the
middle is a nose and on each side is an
eye.
(INFORMAL OR ASYMMETRICAL:)
Objects and
elements are dissimilar in size, shape,
and color and still they appear to
balance because of the distribution of
apparent weights.
RHYTHM:

Is eye movement within the composition
(picture).
REPETITION:
Repeating like elements or
objects leads the eye progressively
across the paper or within the format.
VARIETY:
Varying like objects or elements
a little here or there adds interest
to the eye rhythm.
Rhythm may be demonstrated as a kind of
"eye music." Pound out auditory
rhythms and then repeat them on a paper.

REALISM
PERSPECTIVE:

Is a process by which the 2-D or flat
page becomes 3-D or voluminous and
has a real-life appearance.
AERIAL:
The presence of air (atmosphere)
between our eyes and the object we see
cause that object to look hazy the further
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away it is.
Colors grey as they go
into the distance, while objects lose
their detail and become lighter.
LINEAR:
By drawing two converging lines
(meeting or crossing) to a point and
then placing objects drawn large and
then progressively smaller near the
point of the converging lines (which
is a "V"), one can produce a feeling
of the third dimension on a flat
piece of paper.
Things then appear to
be real.
Elementary students can more readily
learn and enjoy learning that objects
in the distance are:
1)

2)
3)

smaller
lighter and fainter
closer together

Older elementary students can also
learn that there is a vertical movement
on their page which can determine when
things will be smaller or larger.

AWAY
dullest
fainter
smaller
objects closer
together

A-.-.- --->
page
intense

~- -- - ~!f.!W~far
___ _ _ _ _ __... '{,' objects
CLOSE

VOLUME:

Is three dimensional, where a shape is
only two dimensional.
A
A
A
A

VALUE:

apart

Run your finger up
to the top of the
page.
Objects here
are far away and
small.
Run your
finger down the
page and objects
here are close and
large.

circle becomes a sphere if 3-D.
square becomes a cube if 3-D.
rectangle becomes a block if 3-D.
triangle becomes a pyramid if 3-D.

Describes how much white (lightness) or
black (darkness) is in an area.
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SHADING:
Shading from light to dark on
an object enhances a 2-D object to appear
as if it were 3-D.
SHADOWING:
Shadowing is the apparent
darkness which falls upon the ground
around the object giving it a feeling
of being real.
Clay, paper sculpture, etc. are good ways
to introduce folumes.
PROPORTION:

Deals with size relationships between
objects or portions of an object or
figure.
Example:
If the head appears to be
9 inches in length, how many more of
these lengths will it take to make up
the whole body?
Or if an apple appears
to be the length of my pencil eraser,
how many of these lengths will it take
to show the size of the box next to it?
Or how long is an arm compared to the
whole body?
Avoid forcing these realism concepts
on students who are not ready to tackle
them.
Little portions of these ideas
can be introduced at appropriate times.
Some students, even in high school, never
grasp these principles and yet produce
beautiful artwork.
They may be primitives!
Examples;
See Primitive artists:
Hicks
and Grandma Moses.

NOTE:
Those terms listed in parenthesis may not be used in
the conversation of the teacher to the child.
However, the
teacher's knowledge of their existence will aid the breath
of the teacher's teaching.
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WHEN TO INTRODUCE MEDIA/MATERIALS CHART

Recommended Grade Level To Introduce Materials

PROCESSES

MEDIA

GRADE LEVEL
K

Drawing

Painting

Printmaking

Sculpture

1

2

3

4

5

6

charcoal
crayon
chalk
India ink
oil pastels
pencils
felt pens
-narrow
-broad

xx KXX
xx kxx k.xx lcxx kxx KXX Kxx
xx KXX KXX KXX
xx KXX
xx KXX lcxx kxx KXX KXX
xx KXX ICXX' {XX

finger-paint
tempera (opaque)
watercolor (transparent)
melted crayon
(encaustic)
oil-based paints
sponges

xx kxx Kxx Kxx
xx kxx lcxx Kxx KXX !{XX, i'xx
xx KXX' {XX

vegetable prints
gadget prints
cardboard
linoleum
water soluble ink

xx kxx kxx k.xx kxx KXX r,.XX
xx kxx k.xx kxx !{XX ~xx
xx r,.XX
xx KXX
xx KXX KXX r,.XX

found objects
mobiles
stables
ceramic clay
play dough
paper mache
scraps:
cardboard,
wood, cloth

xx KXX KXX kxx KXX xx
xx ['xx
xx kxx KXX xx
xx kxx KXX !CXX KXX KXX xx
xx kxx kxx KXX
xx KXX. !{XX, xx
xx kxx kxx txx kxx Kxx: xx

xx KXX {XX
xx lcxx k.xx KXX !{XX (XX

XX,.. xx
xx
xx kXX kXX k.xx kxx Kxx· KXX
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PROCESSES

MEDIA

GRADE LEVEL
K

Sculpture

dye (tie dying)
wax (batik)
wire
plaster
paper mache
soap
metal foil
yarn & thread
cardboard:
-oak tag
-chip board

1

2

3

4

5

6

xx: ,.xx
xx
xx: .. xx
xx kxx: xx
xx kxx kxx; xx
xx: xx
xx: xx
xx ~xx KXXJ xx
xx xx {XX~ xx
xx
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WHAT MEDIA BEST ADAPTS TO TEACHING ELEMENTS AND PRINCIPLES
OF DESIGN?

Recommended Desi g n Emphasis In Relation To Pro j ects

MEDIA:

oil
pastels
chalk
crayons

felt
markers
ink
pencils

tempera

general
sculpture
materials

weaving
batik
tie
dying

ELEMENTS:

space
-negative
-positive

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

line

X

X

X

X

X

shape
-negative
-positive

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

color
-(value)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

balance

X

X

rhythm
-variety
-repetition

X

X

pattern
-(negative/
positive
shapes)
texture
-visual
-actual

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

PRINCIPLES:
X

X
X
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MEDIA:

oil
pastels
chalk
crayons

felt
markets
ink
pencils

tempera

general
sculpture
materials

PRINCIPLES:
(Realism)
Perspective
-overlapping
-distance
-linear
-aerial
volumes
-visual
-shading
-shadowing
--actual

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

weaving
batik
tie
dying
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WHEN TO INTRODUCT TOOLS

Recommended Grade Levels To Introduce Tools/Skills

GRADE LEVEL

TOOL
K

!Scissors:
-round
-pointed
~utting:
-paper stencil
-waxed stencil
!Relief block printing:
-gouges, knives
-linoleum tools
-soft brayers
-printmaker's plate
!Looms:
-finger
-cardboard
-wood/nails
-straw
!Needles:
-plastic
-metal
IExacto knives
!Adhesives:
-paste
-white glue

1

2

3

4

5

6

xx ~xx
xx xx kxx bcxx kxx ICXX
xx ICXX KXX \.xx {XX
xx {XX
xx {XX
xx { XX {XX
xx kxx CXX {XX
xx { XX {XX
xx I\.XX xx ICXX kxx r...XX ICXX
xx xx kxx kxx :Cxx l{.XX
xx :Cxx xx kxx KXX l\. xx ICXX
xx
xx kxx
ICXX

Kxx KXX KXX
xx KXX

xx [ XX
xx xx ICXX KXX xx KXX
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TOOL

GRADE LEVEL
K

Adhesives:
-rubber cement
-household glue
-gluestick
Brushes:
-bristle
-hair

1

2

3

4

5

6

xx ~xxIXXX XXX
xx KXX
xx l(XX D{XX KXX
xx KXX K:XX {XX l(XX XXX XXX
xx XXX XXX
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PROJECT TOPICS AND GRADE LEVEL

Su gg ested To p ics Correlated With Su g gested Grade

AREA
DRAWING:
pencil, felts,
ink, crayon,
oil pastels

K

animals, family,
pets, insects,
shells, etc.
still life
landscapes
contour figure
drawing

charcoal
crayon,
oil pastels

GRADE LEVEL

using sides,
notched sides
rubbings
melted between wax
paper
transparency
(painted drawing
back with 2 parts
oil and 1 part
terpentine)
encaustics
etching/ink
resist/ink

chalk

free design
planned design
glue drawing

ink

pen and ink
brush and ink

lettering

manuscript
cut paper
calligraphy

1

2

3

4

5

6

xx ltxx KXX XXX XXX KXX ICXX
xx XXX XXX KXX KXX
xx XXX XXX KXX KXX
xx XXX XXX !{XX ~xx
xx KXX KXX XXX
xx x:xx KXX KXX
xx KXX
xx lrXX XXXiCXX !{XX KXX
xx lcxx XXX KXX KXX KXX
xx ICXX XXX K.XX KXX KXX
xx lexx x:xx KXX KXX KXX

xx KXX!CXX KXX

xxKXX
xxKXX KXX KXX
xxKXX KXX KXX
xx kxx kxx IXXX KXX !{ XX ~xx
xx RXX [{XX KXX
xx !{XXKXX
xx1-{XX
xx KXX KXX
xx KXX icxx IKXX KXX KXX KXX
xx rxxx !{ XX !{XX
xx
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GRADE LEVEL

AREA
K

PAINTING:
finger painting
two colors
three colors
tempera painting
crayon resist
crayon etching
with tempera
sponge painting
sand painting
(sand + powdered
tempera then add
water)
straw blowing
yarn or string
painting
murals
banners, painted
body murals
blotto bugs

tempera

transparent

plasticine
clay

2

3

handprint, thumb
random
planned
carved design
stamp
string
glue line
styrofoam
linoleum block
wood block
monoprint
sandpaper
aluminum foil relief
cardboard

4

5

6

XXX
XXX
XXX

X
X
X

X
XXX

X

X
X
X

xx
xx

X

X
X

X

watercolor
watercolor resist/
wax (crayon,
paraffin)
watercolor resist/
rubber cement

PRINTMAKING:
relief
vegetable,
fruit, gaget,
eraser, etc.

1

K

1

2

3

X
X

X
X

X

xx
X
X

5

6

xx xx XXX
X xx xx
xx xx

X

X

4

xx xx
xx xx
xx xx
xx xx
xx xx
xx xx
X xx

X
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GRADE LEVEL

AREA
PRINTMAKING:
stencils

K

1

spatter
crayon
sponge
sprayed
chalk

SCULPTURE:

2

3

4

1

2

6

xx XXX
xx XXX
xx xx
xx XXX
xx XXX

X

K

5

3

4

5

6

(Includes Miscellaneous)
paper

paper folding

cut, torn (free
design)
cut, torn (planned
design)
banners, paper

xx xx

simple shapes
geometric, 3-D
complex objects,
figures
stuffed paper
objects

xx xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx
xx
xx
xx

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

paper mache

pulp
strip
over bottles

xx
xx
xx

collages

magazines
tissue
odds and ends

xx
xx
xx

mobiles

objects made/
teacher hung
student made & hung

xx

X

stabiles

X

X

diorama

X

X

weaving

paper strips
cloth strips
ribbons, reeds, etc.

xx xx
xx

X
X

xx
xx
X
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AREA
SCULPTURE:

GRADE LEVEL
K

1

2

3

4

5

6

weaving (continued from page 99)

xx ~xx kxx {XX xx
xx KXX r-..XX xx
xx ~xx xx
xx \XX ~xx
xx {XX xx
into styrofoam
XXJ xx l,.xx iCXX {XX xx
into metal cloth
XXJ XXJ xx txx iCXX {XX xx
into burlap
xx xx
xx xx
embroidery
xx xx
applique
string designs
xx kxx {XX xx
yarn pictures (glue)
xx kxx KXX xx
xx
macrame
xx xx
banners, felt, yarn
XXJ xx· xx kxx CXX xx
paper bag
xx "-xx kxx '"xx (XX
sock
XXJ XXJ xx ~xx
stick
paper mache
xx "-xx {XX '"xx xx
XXJ xx ·xx {XX ·xx xx
oil base clay
ceramic clay
XXJ XXJ xx txx kxx CXX xx
play dough
XXJ XXJ xx ~xx {XX xx· xx
dough lids, beads, etc,
xx KXX :cxx xx
styrofoam
xx KXX xx xx
plaster
xx xx
plaster over clay
xx KXX l\.xx xx
cardboard looms
paper plates
branches
into burlap
braiding

stitchery

macrame
puppets

construetions

(bas-relief)
paper mache
aluminum foil
sand casting
scrap sculpture
cardboard relief
wire
sawdust modeling
box sculpture
plastic bottles
soft sculpture,
(sock, cloth, etc.)
toothpick
soap

XXJ

XXJ

XXJ

XXJ

xx KXX kxx kXX KXX
xx xx KXX kxx KXX
xx KXX
xx xx KXX k:XX KXX
xx kxx KXX
xx KXX
xx kxx kxx ~xx
xx "-xx KXX k.XX r.XX
xx xx kxx kxx KXX
xx "-xx KXX kXX. KXX
xx
xx KXX
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GRADE LEVEL

AREA
SCULPTURE:
clay

booklets

mosaics

animals, figures
pinch pots
slabs
coiled pots
stuffed animals
sling and hump trays
stuffed heads
sculpture
beads
simple single fold
cardboard cover
accordion
portfolio

K

1

2

3

4

5

6

xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx
xx

xx xx xx
xx xx xx

xx

X
X

xx

X
X
X

X
X

paper
R1~ones, shells, seeds,
macaroni, etc.

dye

fold and dye
tie dying
batik

X

XXX

X
X
X
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HOW TO TEACH DRAWING

A.

The main goals of teaching drawing are:
1.
2.

B,

The expression (communication) of the student.
The learning process for the student of seeing
life with his/her own eyes and own heart and
interpreting what he sees and feels.

Drawing becomes a foundation for the other major forms
of art.

LOWER ELEMENTARY

1.

Encourage as much drawing as possible (writing and
drawing are parallel to the young child).

2.

Form the habit of having the children develop their
own images and symbols.
~

3.

Avoid dittoed coloring sheets.

4.

Stimulate visual imagery by looking at and talking
about things with the children.

5.

Provide a variety of materials for the drawing experience,
giving suggestions but better yet stimulate their ideas.

6.

Provide daily opportunities for drawing, this time may
be provided as part of other subjects.

7.

How to draw means for the teacher, helping the student
to see and feel out life for himself and to feel
nonthreatened in his attempts to learn to express
himself.
The teacher may show the students how to
make different kinds of lines and different ways to
use materials and tools.
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8.

Tracing and copying adult symbols and recipes for a
successful drawing become in the end frustrating and
unsatisfying.

9.

If a student has already been belittled for his efforts
and discouraged greatly before he has arrived in your
class, this child will need special encouragement.
The
smallest thing will need to be praised.
If this does
not regain his interest, give him a medium such as
clay which is more remedial for the child to begin
his art experiences with.

UPPER ELEMENTARY

1.

The usual student of about 10 will want his drawings
to become more realistic.
The student's mental
maturity has outstretched his skills.
The wider
that gap becomes the more discouraged the student
becomes about his artwork.

2.

Increase the student's ability to observe.
Use walks,
field trips and hands-on objects to demonstrate what
things really look like.
Have the students do verbal
descriptions of what they see.
Urge them on to see
more by means of your questioning.

3.

Many students shy away from drawing people.
Have
students take turns modeling for the class.
Notice
where different parts of the body are.
Measure the
head with the length of a pencil with one eye closed.
Now, how many heads to the waist, knees, etc.
(this
is .called proportion).

4.

Most of all encourage drawing.
Let them have plain
paper during free time on which to draw.
Their drawings will center upon their favorite topics, (i.e.,
girls may be more interested in drawing pretty girls,
rainbows, etc. while boys may be more interested in
drawing planes, ships, soldiers, robots, etc.).
Most
drawings will also reflect video games and T.V.
It
is the teacher's challenge to bring in other exciting
things to broaden their imaginations and knowledge
of what other things look like.
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5.

Use a variety of drawing media.

6.

If a student is painfully self-conscious about what
he considers his lack of ability, slow up womewhat on
your demands but remain persistent.
Make special
effort to be warm, considerate, and encouraging to
that student.

7.

Keep a picture file of exciting things which perhaps
cannot come firsthand into the classroom.
Colorful
pictures or vivid line character black and white
pictures can add stimulus.

8.

Keep in your files unusual things which you've
found.
These may have been black and white copies
from books or other sources.

9.

Also keep an ample supply of beloved things in your
files:
horses, dogs, ships, etc.

DRAWING PROJECTS
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NAME OF PROJECT __s_e_l_f_p_o_r_tr_ a_i _t _s _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

(this approach)
GRADE LEVEL K-3

LEARNING OBJECTIVE The student will express how

GROUP SIZE

he feels about himself through usage of color
1) a rt area

&

3) related subjects

~a_
n~y~~~~~~

shapes MATERIALS:

drawing
----~----------------

2) design emphasis

---------

shape, space, color

drawing paper
colors: crayons or
oil pastels or
felt tips

personal growth
VOCABULARY:
space
color
feel
big
shape

INTRODUCTION:

MOTIVATION:

Discuss with the students whether they think they are
all made the same or different. Look at physical
appearnace, interests, etc.

The teacher may show works of
artists, especially primitives
and abstract portraits, becausi
these best relate to young
children.

i,-~~~~~~~~~~---~~--------~------1 Show other children's work but
PROCEDURE:
1. Lay out paper and coloring instruments (if using
felt tips protect desk tops with extra scratch
paper).

don't leave them up during
the drawing session to be
copied.

2. Talk about ourselves, How do you feel today?
What color would that be? Are you happy, sad, etc.
What shape is your head? Feel around your face.
What is your hair, eyes, nose, ears, mouth like?
Freckles, etc.?

RESOURCES:

3. Be sure students use their big arm muscles to
make their pictures big enough so that we can all
"read" them from the wall where they'll hang.
Be sure no one makes fun of anyone, prepare them
ahead for each paper looking different, just as
each student is different.
4. Shapes may be drawn and then filled in with
color. Remind them to pay· close attention to what
kind of detail is on their shirts!

EVALUATION:
Was there a level of excitement
as the children explored themselves and thought about
themselves and what shapes
and colors should represent
how they feel about themselves7
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NAME OF PROJECT __p~o_r_t_r_a_i_t_ d_r_ a~w_i_n~g~-------LEARNING OBJECTIVE The student shall demonstrate
awareness of parts of the body, recognize pattern
1) art area~_d_r_a_w
_1_·n
~ g ~ ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ -- -

GRADE LEVEL- -3-6
- - - - - -GROUP SIZE30 and under
MATERIALS:

1.
2.

___________

drawing paper
felt tips: narrow
broad

2) design emphasis -----"-.....__
line, pattern

3) related subjects science, social studies
VOCABULARY:
1. size (how big, proportion)
2. pattern
3. outside line (contour)

INTRODUCTION:
Talk about professions; what the student might
be doing when wearing a special outfit of clothing.

MOTIVATION:
1. Dress up a student with
props: hat, shawl, glasses,
patterned shirts, or as a
professional person.
2.

Use colored pens in a
of hues.

,-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~-~~~~~rariety

PROCEDURE:

1. Lay out two pieces of paper, one on top of the
other. The bottom one saves the desk from felt
marker color.
2. Talk about the size of the paper and how
big the student will have to draw to use the
space •.
3.

RESOURCES:
prints:

Matisse
Roualt

Draw the outside line of the figure.

4. Observe pattern, use colors to describe that
pattern.
5. Add anything needed to make the picture look
finished.

EVALUATION:
Did the students take care with
their work? Were they having
fun and yet doing their best
to make it look nice? Were
there some good patterns and
colors?
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NAME OF PROJECT -----'-'-"==---=--=~:::.......,==.:..._
What's in a name? ______
LEARNING OBJECTIVE The student shall prove to
themselves that each does create individualistic
artwork.
1 ) art area-'d~r~a~w""--"=in~&- -- - -- -- - - - -- - - -

GRADE LEVEL - 1-3
--'------GROUP SIZE ~A_n~y~~~~~MATERIALS:
crayons
square white drawing paper
10" x 10" for first grade

2) design emphasis space. line. color, pattern,
"inbetween spaces" (negative shapes)
3) related subjects social studies, math,
personal growth

INTRODUCTION:
Discuss the physical and preference differences
of students in the classroom.

VOCABULARY:
color
square
pattern
rectangle
"inbetween
aroung
spaces"
individual
space
line
MOTIVATION:
1. Mysteriously fold together
a square paper which surprise,
becomes a rectangle!
2. Wait and see if everyone
is different!

PROCEDURE:
1. Have ready crayons and paper. Motivate.
2. Fold paper, corners on top of each other.~ size
= rectangle.
3. Fold paper the same again and the rectangle
becomes a square, etc., until the paper has 16 squares.RESOURCES:
4. Unfold the paper to reveal the squares, make it
Give lots of praise. Afterward
exciting!
hold up papers and all be
5. Demonstrate choosing a bright or dark color and
amazed together than no two
using it to place one capital letter, large, in the
papers are alike!
middle of each square. One letter per square. When
all of the letters of the student's name are used up
start over again. Example:
p
R A L
H R A L
p
H R A
EVALUATION:
p
H R
L
6. Let the student choose a second color which he
1. Do the students show
likes. Demonstrate how to draw around that letter
pleasure that everyone's
leaving a space of the paper's color showing around
paper is, in truth, different?
the original letter. When this is done choose a
(Even if two students have
third color, then a fourth color, going around the
the same name).
letter in the same fasion.
7. The last line around the letter should be so
2. Do the students ask to take
large that the lines mostly touch. Inbetween
home their papers?
spaces are colored in solid lastly.
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NAME OF PROJECT live object drawing

GRADE LEVEL

5-6
- -------

LEARNING OBJECTIVE The student will be able

GROUP SIZE

to dem ons trate knowled ~e of his obs e r v ation
throug h h i s draw i ng.
1) arc area
drawin g

MATERIALS:

Any
----"------

2) design emphasis

space, space division,

line
3) related subjects _

science

____;:c..::.=.:::..:::..:::...::;;___ _ _ __

_

_ __

Select objects according
to grade level and maturity.
Exam~le:
shells, leaves,
flowers, insects.
9" x 12" construction
paper, chalk, oil pastels.
VOCABULARY:
s p ace , 1 in e , 11 o u t s id e 1 ine 11
(contour), space division,
natural or local color,
or abstract color.

INTRODUCTION:
Talk about the objects passed out, examine
them together, get suggestions from the
students, describe in minute detail what is
before them.

MOTIVATION:
Live objects naturally
increase motivation,
talking about them and
their characteristics.

Show pictures by other
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - ' a r t i s t s and students.
PROCEDURE:
SESSION I:
1.
Choose a colored 9" x 12" construction
paper;
lay out yellow or white chalk.
2.
Very carefully describe every detail with RESOURCES:
correct line characteristics, insist upon the
Sunflowers by VanGogh
whole space being designed.
Use the chalk
lightly to outline the outside line or
contour, so that it can be easily erased or
rubbed out.
(You may use a format line).
SESSION II:
1.
Lay out oil pastels.
2.
Insist that the students color space
areas with good solid color.
Decide whether
you wish for the students to use local (the
color of the object) or abstract color (any
color they feel the object could be).
The
latter is preferred for stretching imagination and for seeing the colors under the
surface of the object.
3.
Start coloring from the top of the page
down to avoid the student's hand smearing the
colors, or use a scratch paper for the
student's hand to rest upon.

EVALUATION:
Does it become quiet as
the students become involved in careful observation of their live object?
Do their papers demonstrate
observation and an attempt
to see or feel the object
in a knowledgeable way?
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PAINTING

Painting usually involves a wet colorant and a surface
on which to put it.
The colorant material may be applied
with fingers, sponges, sticks, toothbrushes, brushes or
etc.
The surface may be ceramics, rocks, cardboard, any
variety of papers, etc.
The most commonly thought of colorant is paint.
Tempera is the most versatile paint.
Powdered tempera is
an inexpensive paint which has a long shelf life and may
be mixed when needed and used in a variety of ways.
Liquid
tempera saves time and is mixed with other ingredients
which give it a smooth texture.
However, it will dry and
get lumpy with time and should be used within the year
which it is bought.
Also it will sour with age.
When
tempera dries, its surface is dusty with colorant.
A new product, which does not dry with a dusty surface,
comes in tubes or plastic pump bottles.
It dries smooth
and waterproof like acrylic.
Competitors are trying to
make this product comparable to tempera in price.
It may
successfully be painted on a large variety of surfaces
(paper, rock, wood, etc.).
Use with mature students.
The above are opaque (solid color) paint.
Paint
boxes which are commonly found are transparent color.
Transparent color is difficult to handle at any age.
If
young students come to school with them, by all means
allow them to experiment with them.
While lessons may
be given at any age, it is best to use them with mature
students.
Inks and dyes are other colorants.
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HOW TO TEACH PAINTING

1.
Start with fingerpainting at an early age.
It is
therapeutic, develops muscle freedom and loosens up the
student so that he doesn't fear an empty big blank page.
2.
Brushes should be about 1" in size for beginners,
but brushes are not necessary.
Fingers and sponges may
also paint nicely without the limiting muscle control of
manipulating a brush.
Allow upper elementary students
to choose from a selection of sizes in brushes.
3.
Make adequate preparations ahead of time.
Mix and
lay out paints and make adequate clean up provision.
Wear smocks.
Add equal parts of starch and detergent
so that the paint will wash out easier.
Baby food jars,
sryrofoam egg cartons, tuna cans, etc. may be used as
containers for the different colors.
4.
Motivate by looking at other painted works, demonstrating different possible ways to paint.
Brainstorm ideas
for picture topics.
Stimulate by asking questions in
regards to specific details.
You may show pictures from
photos or magazines to stimulate ideas for details but
take care that the student does not become discouraged
because he can't make it look like the picture .
It is
best to pull details from the experiences of the individual child or the firsthand expressions of a real object
which is before the student.
5.
Care of brushes and other procedures of the lessons
must be carefully gone over and repeated back by the
student to avoid confusion.
Paint always stays at
the student's own area and on his own paper.
Care of brushes:
-brushes which are left to sit on their "heads"
or bristles become deformed and nothing can
straighten them out again.
-place brushes horizontally or on their "tails"
(handles) when not in use.
-wash both bristles and metal ferrels,
handles, throughly before storing.

including
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-before storing point (pointed brush) or
square (flat brush) while still wet to help
it retain its shape.
6.
Discuss lightening a color by adding white, darkening
a color by adding black.
Start with the lightest color
first and add small amounts of the darker color.
Older
children will enjoy seeing a color wheel (12 basic colors
laid out in a circle).
7.
Finger painting projects at an early age can show the
child how secondary and intermediate colors can be mixed.
PRIMARY

SECONDARY

red+ yellow

=

orange

+white= lighter

yellow+ blue

=

green

+black= darker

blue+ red

=

violet

More yellow in orange makes it yellow orange; more
blue in violet makes it more blue, etc.
SECONDARY

INTERMEDIATE

orange + yellow

=

yellow orange

green + yellow

=

yellow green

orange + red

=

red orange

violet + red

=

red violet

green + blue

= blue green

violet + blue

= blue violet

8.
Instruct older children how to mix browns.
(In mixing
too many colors together they will have already found it).
There are many browns.
You may mix red, yellow and blue
together in different proportions to get reddish, yellowish
or blueish browns depending upon which color predominates.
Older children also enjoy seeing a color wheel (12 colors
lined up in a circle), opposite colors may be mixed to
make brown.
9.

Some children spend too much class time mixing.

Some
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days may be spent learning to mix colors to paint with,
but let there be time especially with the young student
when they use premixed paint.
You may mix all colors from:
red, yellow, blue
black, white
If finances permit also buy:
turqouise, magenta,
yellow green (or
green, or brown)
10.
To avoid muddiness, never mix on the paper.
Let
one color dry before the next color is added.
Use light
colors against dark ones so that there is a contrasting
edge against which to see the painted object.
11.
Drawing with pencils often produces objects too
small to paint and eraser makes which tear up the surface
of the paper.
Chalk or crayon or felt tip could be used
to outline an idea.
Paint often without predrawing lines.
12.

Encouragement is the best help which you can give.

PAINTING PROJECTS
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NAME OF PROJECT

Design or composition in one color GRADE LEVEL 4 - 6

LEARNING OBJECTIVE The student shall become aware
of light or dark color variations.

2) design emphasis space, format, shapes,
color, (tint or shade)

- - - - - -- - -

GROUP SIZE

under 30

MATERIALS:
Heavy weight paper (butcher)
Minimum 12" x 12"
irempera paint
Brushes, No. 6 or other
medium sized

3) related subjects As an art exercise or
geography

INTRODUCTION:
Take a pure color (hue), show it to the students.
What will happen when white is added (or black if
the teachers wishes to work with shades)? It will
get lighter (tint). For example, use red and let
them discover pink! Yes, pink and red are the same
family.

VOCABULARY:
Space, space division
format
tint
"pulling" paint

MOTIVATION:
Show examples of other
artists' and students' work
which use either tints or
shades of a color. Show a
tint (or a shade but select
only one or the other).
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l Question students, "How do
you think tints are made?"
PROCEDURE:
1. Draw lightly on a page a format (a line enclosing
a shape which resembles a frame) and space divisions
by placing the pencil outside of the format and
lazily dragging it all the way across the page and
RESOURCES:
over the opposite format line. Fifth and sixth
graders may develop a simple landscape with hills
Kampmann, Lothar. Creating
and mountains receding on the page and perhaps a sun
With Poster Paint.
or moon in the sky, these areas may be painted the
same as the simple space divisions mentioned above.
Petterson, Henry. Exploring
They will have other ideas.
With Paint.
2. The student has a container (sryrofoam egg carton
works fine), fill one compartment with white (or blac1
for shades) and another with a pure color. Avoid
yellow because it is hard to see color variations
when mixed with white and when mixed with black it
EVALUATION:
tends to look green, which is confusing for the
students.
Did the students make an effort
3. Start with white, add a small-small drop of red,
to improve technical skill
mix, roll the brush end into a firm shaped instrument with the brush and means of
Place a dab of color inside one space division and
pulling the paint around the
pull that color around the boundaries of the shape.
boundaries of the shape?
Avoid scrubbing, which tears the paper surface.
Did they enjoy their work?
Mixing is not done on the paper but in the container. Did they ask to do another
4. A second tint is made by another drop of the same
design?
color. Place a dab in another space division and
pull that color around as before. And so on until
all the spaces are filled.
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NAME OF PROJECT_F~1~·n~g~e~r~p~a=1~·n~t~1=·n~g...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

GRADE LEVEL K - 3

LEARNING OBJECTIVE The student shall become more

GROUP SIZE 28 or under

aware of large arm muscle movements.

MATERIALS:
liquid (or dry) tempera paint
liquit starch
putcher paper, any color
(or finger painting paper)
smocks

1)

art area_~P~a~i~n~t==
in==>g- - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~

2) design emphasis Space, line, color, (rhythm)

---------

3) related subjects __:Science
:;. .; ;. : :. ; ;. : :=-=;__----------VOCABULARY:
space
big muscles/little muscles
moving line

INTRODUCTION:
MOTIVATION:
Can
we
make
quick
short
Discuss color and movement.
Have everything ready; give a
lines, fat dragging lines, tight circular ones with the demonstration, show which
fist or big flowing ones. Use the fingernails for tiny parts of the hand (elbow)
paper colored lines.
etc. will make that kind of
interesting marks.
PROCEDURE:
1. Cover tables or floor with newspapers, place dampened paper (18" x 12" or larger in size) on top. Wear
smocks and roll up sleeves, lay down behavior rules
and clean-up procedures.
RESOURCES:
2. If the students are mature or if they are few in
Betts. Exploring Finger Paint.
number, you may do the next step before the students
are present.
3. After motivation and demonstration pour a "lake"
of liquid starch in the middle of the paper. (About
5" in diameter). Then add 2 or more tablespoons of
color.
4. Students must mix the fingerpaint with one hand.
The other is to be kept clean, in a pocket or on a
hip. (This is kept for scratching the nose or rolling
a sleeve). Mix paint and starch with a big arm motion f-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-1
EVALUATION:
all the way off of the page, this sticks the fingerpainting to the newspaper so that as the paper dries it Did the students demonstrate
stretches straight. Later when it dries it can be cut great liberty in movements?
Was it a pleasure for them
off.
to feel and watch the paint
5. Let the student experiment on their own papers.
flow? Do they want to do
Encourage different kinds of movements. Stop after
it again?
10 or 15 minutes of work. The teacher may wish to
rescue the good paper and provide a second sheet.
Otherwise, let the student continue until he feels
satisfied.
6. Papers may be used as folders, mobile pieces,
wrapping paper, backing for hanging artwork.
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SCULPTURE

Sculpture removes design from the flat page (2-dimensional)
and adds actual space depth (3-dimensional).
Sculpture must
deal with things in the round, looking on an object· at all
sides.
A mobile hangs moving suspended in space.
A stabile
is based on the ground and speads through space upward.
A
mobile must be designed to take up real space and to create
interest with its motion.
A stabile gains interest by being
dramatically static, frozen in space.
In a bas-relief sculpture the image is built up from
a single surface, so that the backside is not seen, such
as wall plaques with surfaces that may be either raised or
recessed.
Projects dealing with fibers and fabrics are included
in this category for simplification.
Yarn and cloth may be
used to create sculptures in the round or flat designs.
Sculpture, then, must be considered, design wise, from
several sides and its placement in real space is the special
characteristic of this category of art methods.
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HOW TO TEACH SCULPTURE

1.
Allow students to see firsthand what a sculpture looks
like.
Explain what they see as a continuous design which
runs all the way around.
2.
Choose simple 3-D projects to start the student out.
Allow time for trial and error and experimentation.
3.
Choose materials ahead which will afford the greatest
student success at their maturity level.
4.
Simplify steps because working in 3-D adds design and
skill complications.
5.
Start young beginners with mobiles which hang from a
hanger with paper-made objects or other simple constructions.
Playdough and clay will help the student see an object in
the round.
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PAPIER-MACHE HINTS

Papier-mache is an inexpensive, easy to use and
expressive art medium.
It has a great advantage to the
child in that it is very difficult for children to make
identical objects because of the inherent freedom of
the materials; consequently, inventiveness and originality
are practically inevitable.
This sculptured medium is
also very appropriate for all grade levels.
The only real
difference being the skill, subject matter, and conceptual
level of the children.
The common papier-mache utilized in the schools is
newspaper stips dipped in a mixture of wheat paste and
water about the consistency of gravy.
The dry wheat
paste may be purchased at hardware stores or stores
handling wallpaper.
The most economical and practical
size to buy is 5 lb. bags.
The process of constructing a papier-mache sculpture
is basically constructing an armature, nearly the shape of
the desired sculpture*, and then applying newspaper strips
dipped in the wheat paste mixture to the surface.
The
strips, after being dipped in the wheat paste, should be
squeezeed off some with the fingers.
A little practice
will tell you how much to squeegee off.
If too much is
left on, the sculpture's surface will be lumpy.
If too
much is left on, the sculpture's surface will be lumpy.
If too much is wiped off the strips will not stick.
If there is not time in an art period to finish the
application of the papier-mache, it is all right to
let it dry and to finish later.
A smoother surface than one produced by the newspaper
strips may be achieved by applying as the final covering
either paper toweling or facial tissue dampened with
wheat paste.
Completed sculptures may be painted with tempera and
then coated with verathane or other gloss or semigloss
finish to produce rich lovely color.
*Cardboard boxes, paper towel rolls, tagboard, etc., taped
together with masking tape.
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CLAY HINTS

One of the more traditional materials used to create
art forms is clay.
It is also one of the least expensive
and the most abundant mineral on earth.
Children from
kindergarten up love to work with it, and there are
appropriate lessons for all levels.
Clay can be purchased either in dry or wet form.
The
lease expensive is the dry clay.
Pre-mixed clay will cost
two to three times as much per wet pound as the dry clay.
To some teachers the difference in price may be worth
avoiding the effort involved in mixing the clay.
Some
districts, however, solve the mixing problem by having
the school janitors mix it.
To mix large amounts of clay (by the 100 lb. bag
or multiples thereof), the approximate mixing proportions
are 100 lbs. of clay to 2 gallons of water.
Place some
of the clay in a large plastic garbage can, pour in some
water, add more clay, then water, etc.
Cover with the
lid and let stand for several days.
The water will completely
dispurse throughout the clay.
The wet clay in this form must
be wedged thoroughly before using.
Wedging is a process of
kneading the clay to the point where it is consistently
smooth and there are no air bubbles present.
Smaller amounts can be mixed using the same proportion
of clay to water in a bucket and kneading even smaller
amounts or dry chaulking in a plastic bag.
It is a good practice to have the children do a portion
of the wedging.
They do this at the beginning of the lesson
by tearing the clay in half and banging the two halves
together about 20 times.
Also as they work to form their
ball of clay and the object they intend to make they will
naturally wedge it still more.
Surfaces upon which
children can work with clay can be oil cloth wrong side
up, heavy plastic, or newspaper.
Perhaps the most common
is newspaper which has advantages and disadvantages.
Newspapers absorb moisture from the clay as one works on it
which is good if the clay is too wet.
However, paper tends
to soak up and stick to the clay or mix into it.
Later,
when the clay is fired it may crack because of the foreign
matter on it.
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Have a container of water and if possible, a sponge
for each child or work station.
The water can be used
for smoothing surfaces, making slip, dampening clay that
is too dry and clean up.
The sponge will be used for
cleaning.
Clay and sinks are simply not compatible.
Clay should
never be put into sinks.
The containers of water at work
stations should be poured and rinsed out in a large
container such as a bucket, then washed in the sink.
Children's hands should also be washed first in the
bucket.
After the objects made by the students have dried
(3 or 4 days for bowls, etc.; a week for thick objects
such as animals), they may be fired in a kiln.
Unfired
clay is quite fragile and breaks easily.
One may add
one part dextrine or table syrup to 25 parts clay to
increase its strength but the clay cannot be fired and
this mixture has a tendency to spoil, if stored.
Every grade school should have a kiln abailable for
the teachers to use.
The cost of a kiln approximately
equals the cost of keeping only one of the high school
football players in a uniform.
This amount of money is
certainly not too much to ask for a quality art program.
A kiln when properly treated will work trouble-free for
10 - 15 years.
Once clay has been fired it may be painted.
If the
paint is too bright it can be scrubbed off under running
water to produce less intense colors.
Once the proper
colors have been achieved the object may be dipped in
melted parafin to produce a glaze.

I

SCULPTURE PROJECTS

I
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NAME OF PROJECT

Toothpick sculptures

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The student shall learn that

volumes take up space.
1) art area Sculpture

- - -~ - -- - - - - - - -- -- - ---

2) design emphasis
3) related subjects

space, line, volume
Math
--------- - -- ---

GRADE LEVEL 6

- - -- - - - --

GROUP SIZE

Any
---'-="-'- -- - -- -

MATERIALS:
toothpicks, colored or plain
glue, household cement or
white glue.
itamin or frozen juice lid
old play dough, or clay
baby food jar
scrap paper
VOCABULARY:
space
line
volume

INTRODUCTION:
Talk about volumes and how they use space, cut holes
in some premade simple volumes. Students may work
in pairs or singly.

PROCEDURE:
SESSION I:
1. On the first day fill a lid with old play dough
arrange a solid base by sticking the toothpicks into
the dough in an ordered fashion. Avoid making the
base too small. Take the toothpicks out of the holes
and fill the hole with glue, return the toothpicks to
the holes.
2. On the top arrange a "platform" of toothpicks,
glue.
SESSION II and III:
1. Demonstrate basic shapes and how to repeat them
all around the base to create a volume in space.
2. Build upward. The student may use props to hold
up pieces or help one another hold and blow them dry.
Household cement dries fast.
(Airplane glue faster).
Pieces may be glued on a piece of wax paper and then
sections raised up and glued upon the major structure.
SESSION IV:
1. The finished piece may be painted, spray painted,
or have paper added to it, or pre-made pieces dipped
into a colored plastic to form filled-in areas
inbetween the space divisions.

MOTIVATION:
Look at other toothpick
sculptures. Stir excitement
over the neat repeating
geometry involved.

RESOURCES:

~----------------l
EVALUATION:
Have the students concentrated
to the fullest extent and
enjoyed creating shapes in
space which jointly have
become a volume?' Do they
ask to do another one?
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NAME OF PROJECT_ C
_o_l_l_a~g~e_ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __
LEARNING OBJECTIVE

The student shall demonstrate

knowl e dge of s pa ce and di vision of it by us ing the
entire page. a lso demo~st rat e overlapging .
1) art a:re-a Sculpture {Miscel laneous Cons tructions)
2) design emphasis

space, space division,

overlapping
3) related subjects

Science, health, social

studies.

GRADE LEVEL - -3-- -6- -- - GROUP SIZE
Any
MATERIALS:
magazines
felts
paper (18" x 12" construction)
scissors
glue
scratch paper
cardboard scrap squares
VOCABULARY:
space, space division,
size differences,
overlapping

INTRODUCTION:

MOTIVATION:

Choose a topic or topics related to a subject being
taught in class which you wish to emphasize.
Demonstrate that a collage is a number of assembled
interestingly related pictures which may be composed
on the page in several different ways.

Stimulate interest by:
1. talking about potential
topics,
2. showing student and
artist works,
3. looking at exciting
pictures that will make
interesting collages.

PROCEDURE:
1. Begin with a defined space (paper), for example:
a 12" x 18" piece of construction paper.
2. Determine topic of interest either student or
teacher chosen. For example, in health, foods may
be the chosen topic, in science, it might be a study
of insects or in social studies, a country may be
chosen and pictures of things representing that
cultur·e cut out.
3. Find appropriate pictures from magazines, cut
more than needed. Arrange shapes on paper (or
cardboard) backing.
4. Help students check arrangement before glueing
down. Show students how to place their pictures
upside down, on a scrap paper, dot the blue
around and wipe it smooth with a cardboard piece.

RESOURCES:
Lynch, John.
Collages

How To Make

Meilach and Hoor.
And Found Art

Collage

EVALUATION:
1. Expressed joy in working.
2. Number of ideas carried
out, enthusiasm in working
out extra ideas.
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NAME OF PROJECT Ceramic slab trivets or hangings

GRADE LEVEL

LEARNING OBJECTIVE The student shall appreciate the GROUP SIZE

4 - 6
-- - -- --28 or under

feel of clay, be able to roll, cut and decorate a slab MATERIALS:
rolling pins, slats, ceramic
1) art area ___S_c_u_l~p._tu_r_e______________
clay (or craft oven fired clay)
ceramic kiln (or community
acces
to a kiln)
2) design emphasis __ . space, volume, texture
water, baby food jars, gadgets
large round lids or cans
wooden
skewers.
3) related subjects _ _::...:;.::c.::..::;=-=;__
Science _ __ _ _ _ __ __
VOCABULARY:
ceramic clay
volume
space
texture
press
smooth
INTRODUCTION:
Demonstrate how to roll out the clay between two
slats, how to cut out and most of all the fun of
organizing creative textures in the clay. Let
everyone see, feel and try.

PROCEDURE:
1. Prepare adequate clean-up measures. Water to waEh
in. Towels. Wear Smocks.
2. Explain the careful discipline in using real clay.
The clay stays on the t~ble, not in someone else's
hair or throwing it across the room.
3. Knead and have divided up 25 lbs. of low-fire C 1 ay
in lumps big enough for 2 - 3 persons per working are~
Cover .area with squares of old oil cloth cut from
worn out table cloths.
4. Share rolling pins or l" wooden dowels used as
rolling pins. Pat clay into a pancake, turning over
and over as it is patted. It should be thicker than
the wooden slats between which it will now be placed.
Place each end of the felling pin on an end of the
slats. Roll and pat, turn over and roll until the
slab is the same thickness as the depth of the slats.
5. Carefully place a large lid upon the clay, plan
enough room to cut out as many pieces as there are
students in a group. Tra~e around the lid with a
wooden skewer holding it straight up and down.
Remove lid, finish cutting slab. Remove to a small
board or folded pad of level paper. Smooth the edges
with a finger of water.
6. Press with a rocking motion gadgets, shells, etc.
into the clay surface in a pattern.
7. For a hanging, open a paper clip and insert at
the top back.
(continued on following page)

MOTIVATION:
Look at student examples
and examples of other
artists.

RESOURCES:
Ball, Carlton F. Making
Pottery Without A Wheel.
Witnerburn, Mollie. The
Technique Of Handbuilt Pottery

EVALUATION:
Have the students become so
involved with the project that
time has been forgotten?
Do they want to ,do one more?
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PROCEDURE:

(continued from page 130)

Ceramic slab trivets
8.
Dry slabs flat on a rack, cover loosely with a piece
of plastic, turn over twice a day until bone dry to avoid
warping.
Or place a board over the top to avoid curling
edges until dry.
9.
When the clay feels chalky to the touch and no longer
cool (indicating presence of moisture, it is ready to fire).
Low fire ceramic clay may be fired between cone 04-06
successfully.
(Ceramic shops rent firing space if you
don't have access to one).
10.
After kiln firing glaze.
Acrylic or tempera paint
may be used.
Then coat with waterproof protection.
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PRINTMAKING

Printmaking involves processes which reproduce art
from an intermediate medium.
For example, a first grader
may dip or paint a vegetable shape and press it onto a
paper creating a pettern of the vegetable shape secondarily
from the vegetable or with another intermediate tool.
Relief printing is done with anything where a raised
surface takes the ink or paint and is printed.
(Vegetables,
gadgets, linoleum, cardboard, collographs - glued scraps
on a board, wood blocks, erasers, styrofoam).
Intalio printing is recognized as a print where a
depressed or scratched groove has the ink pressed into
it and the ink is forced out of the inked grooves by
pressing it onto a damp paper.
This is a difficult process
for most elementary students and is not generally recommended except for mature students.
Planographic printing includes flat surfaced printing
methods.
Silkscreen is a typical process in this category.
While a proper silkscreen may be out of the question for
your classroom, small examples of the process can be done
with mature students using old frames, embroidery hoops
may be used to block out the non-printing areas.
Monoprints
may be included here.
Dampened paper toweling may cheaply replace more
expensive printmaking papers and still give a good
experience for the students.
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HOW TO TEACH PRINTMAKING

1.
Demonstrate a simple printmaking process.
Dip or
paint a carrot or a cut shape out of a potato.
Show
how to line up the shapes and make a pattern by repeating
the stamping process.
Kindergarten and first graders
love to stamp without consideration of organization.
Choose interesting shapes or gadgets for these young
printmakers.
2.
Show many projects which have been done, both by
artists and by other students.
3.
Prepare everything well ahead of time.
Organize steps
of the procedure; have paint or ink already out on pieces
of cardboard or an acrylic sheet (something smooth and
non-absorbant), aluminum, plastic container, etc.
Have
lots of newspapers out under the work and around it.
Use
protective smocks.
Dampen printmaking paper under a
faucet or in a sink; place between dry sheets of toweling
or plain newspaint.
Do this 24 hours ahead.
Save money
and use a roll of white paper toweling in place of printmaking paper.
4.
The variation in pace offered by printmaking will
spark interest to your art program.
Don't neglect to
introduce it.

PRINTMAKING PROJECTS
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NAME OF PROJECT_L_e_a_f~r_u_b~b_i_n ~g~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ -

GRADE LEVEL

LEARNING OBJECTIVE Student shall learn to appre-

GROUP SIZE

ciate leaf shapes by directly fe e ling and seeing them
more closely.
I ) art area
Simple print maki ng

MATERIALS:

- 2
- -K ------Any

light weight paper (such as
tracing)
crayons

2) design emphasis Space, shape, line
3) related subjects

- -Science
- -- - -- - - - - - - -VOCABULARY:
space
shape
line
hold tightly
slip

INTRODUCTION:
Demonstrate how and where leaves should be placed
under the paper and held with a spread out hand to
prevent slipping when coloring over the top.

MOTIVATION:
Look at and feel the leaves.
What are the shapes, can the
students feel the veins?

PROCEDURE:
Have paper and colors laid out ahead of time.
2. Let the students collect their own leaves. If they
are collected more than a day ahead of time they
should be pressed.
RESOURCES:
3. Have the students think ahead about where they
would like to place the leaf shapes on their page.
Help them get the leaf securely in place under the
paper.
4. Choose different colors for each leaf. Rub one
color over the entire surface of a leaf which is hiddeTI
under the paper. Have the students start at one end of
the leaf and work the crayon back and forth across the
leaf, listen for the sound of the crayon bumping across
the edge of the leaf.
5. Check to make sure that the students are going all J-~~-~~~~~~~~~~~--4
EVALUATION:
the way across the shortest distance across the leaf.
Do the children show delight
6. Use different leaves across the paper or the same
at the discovery of the outlinE
leaf using different colors.
of the leaf suddenly appearing
through the paper?
I.
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NAME OF PROJECT vegetable printing

GRADE LEVEL 1 - 3

LEARNING OBJECTIVE

GROUP SIZE

The student will be able to

create a pattern from shapes.

2) design emphasis _Lp~a~t~t~e~r~n= - - - - - - - - - - - 3) related subjects

Science
-- ---"--- - - - - - -- --

- -------up to 28

MATERIALS:
1. vegetable pieces
2. fruit slices with textures
3. gadgets
4. paper: construction,
butcher or similar
5. tempera paint
6. smocks
VOCABULARY:
press
repeating shapes

INTRODUCTION:
Talk about the vegetable, fruit or gadget. Discuss
what it looks like and how many different ways it
may be used to print.

MOTIVATION:
Demonstrate how to make a
pattern.
Show other student examples.

PROCEDURE:
1. Make adequate clean-up provisions ahead of time.
2. Lay out all materials before students are present.
Use low containers for dipping or brushing color onto
the printing object, 12" x 18" is large enough paper
for young children. Limit the number of colors to be RESOURCES:
Daniels, Harvey. Exploring
used, perhaps white and orange tempera on red butcher
Printmaking For Young People.
or construction paper, etc.
3. Some students will be able to produce an organized
pattern, others will have pleasure just in pressing
the painted object against the paper.
4. Demonstrate how to press in a row, leave spaces
inbetween, paint object a second color and press
repeating shapes in the empty spaces. Choose
harmonizing colors such as yellow and red, which when
mixed will blend into orange. Green and violet will
EVALUATION:
not harmonize but make mud!
5. The teacher meeds a smock and must have made
Have the students shown
careful instruction for clean-up.
interest and joy in their
exploration and work?
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SOME DO'S AND DON'TS FOR THE TEACHER

Often children come to the teacher during a lesson and
say, "I can't draw a cat" -- or whatever -- "Will you
draw it for me?" Please encourage the child to do his/her
own work.
A child can and will draw, paint, etc. the
object if encouraged to do so.
It is only on very rare
occasions that the teacher should do a part of the work
for the child.
Avoid "recipe" lessons where all children make
identical objects such as paper flowers from a given
pattern or casting plaster to form some pre-determined
object to be painted in a prescribed way.
These allow no
room for creativity, skill development, individuality and
personal expression.
They are not art and should not
impose upon the art period.
Virtually all materials that can be scrounged by
the teacher can be used in art projects during the year.
For example, the teacher will use styrofoam egg cartons
for printmaking; paper pulp egg cartons for dinosaurs and
other constructions and papier-mache objects; newspapers
for covering desks and tables and for papier-mache; wood
for constructions; bottles for papier-mache bottle people;
cloth and fabrics of all kinds for batik, tie dye, puppet
clothes, etc.; carpet scraps for environment constructions;
wire, string, etc. for sculpture and weaving; discarded
video tape for weaving; leather for craft objects and on
and on.
It is a very good practice to habitually send
notes home with children requesting parents donate items
you know you will need for certain projects and any items
and materials they feel might conceivably be used by the
teacher for art.
Under no circumstances should children be provided
dittoed pictures to color, as this defeats the whole
purpose of the art program in the school.
Children should
always be encouraged to create their own art as art is
by definition self-expression.

PART IV

STARTING AN ART PROGRAM

How To Start An Art Program
Phasing An Art Program
Management Of The Art Classroom
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HOW TO START AN ART PROGRAM

An enthusiastic person who sees the need for art and
has the drive to start an art program can do it.
The lower the prospective school is on finances,
adequate art personnel, and classroom teacher readiness,
the more important it is to phase the school's art
program.
Write up the school's ultimate goal for art and
then break it down into several goal steps.
Ease the
school along through one step at a time.
There is no
rush of time to pass from one step of the art program to
the next.
Growth may be so gradual that the actual phases
may not be clearly defined.
The important thing is to
make goals for the progress of an art program and to set
them before the school toward which to work.

COLLECTABLE ITEMS

Before allowing any "collectable items" to come into
your school besure of the following:
1.
Make sure some school person knows what is being
contributed and that it is something which can be used.
Plan ahead.
2.
Accept only collectables which can be neatly
organized and properly stored within the facilities which
have been prepared for them.
3.
Allow collection of items only if there are
quantities enough for at least an entire class (or
individual work center).
All items must be stackable, of
the same kind for neat storage.
Example:
margarine tubs
of one size and shape will stack easily and store in a small
space.
The tubs cost nothing to the school and have a
remarkable life-time of usage as paint/water containers,
for mixing plaster in small amounts, etc.
Baby food jars
are weightier for non-spillage of liquid media.
Accept
only jars with proper fitting lids.
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COLLECTABLES

Only the imagination of the teacher will limit the
kinds of collectables which can be of use in the classroom.
There are many library books and teacher's books oriented
to the use of scraps for projects.
The whole art program
could be based upon them if a school's situation is particularly low financially.

WHERE TO FIND RESOURCES FOR COLLECTABLES

1.

Parents of students (from their businesses, homes
etc.).

2.

Lumber yards

3.

Local factories

4.

Stores (grocery, hardware, etc.)

5.

Service stations

6.

Science laboratories

7.

School offices, etc.
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SUPPLEMENTARY ART MATERIAL

Materials

Suggested Uses

Beads, assorted

Decoration, stitchery, mobiles,
Christmas decoration, collage, puppets

Bone

Jewelry, collage, assemblage

Burlap, washed

Stitchery, weaving, rug backing,
murals, bulletin boards, printmaking

Buttons, assorted
sizes and colors

Puppets, collage, mobile, wheels,
jewelry, construction

Cardboard boxes,
all sizes

Storage, furniture, card looms,
movies, printmaking, collage

Cloth, clean scraps, Clean-up, textile print, paint rags,
plain and patterned tie dye, collage, notebook covers,
costumes, puppets, cloth pictures,
sheets
weaving, batik, tie dye
Clothes pins

Figures, pin-up wet paintings,
construction, sponge painting

Coat hanger wire,
light weight

Display, mobiles, stabiles, armatures
for papier-mache and plaster figures

Containers

Assemblage, collage, construction as
containers

Cork, bulk or sheet

Printing (cannot be carved), bulletin
board, texture (collage), mobiles,
Christmas decorations, puppets

Feathers, assorted

Puppets, costumes, pens, decorations,
painting tool

Felt, scraps, old
felt hats, washed
and pressed

Collage, Christmas decorations,
jewelry, puppets

Glass (egg shells)

Mosaic, sculpture, enameling, ceramics
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Materials

Suggested Uses

Inner tubes and
rubber tubing

Printing, puppets, collage

Leather

Puppets, printing, hinges for doors,
display

Magazines

Cutting boards, collage, papier-mache,
beads, bowls, boxes

Mailing tubes

Box animals, Christmas decorations,
with yarn and string glued on
surface for printing

Metal tubing

Jewelry, assemblage, sculpture

Metal wire

Assemblage, jewelry, as tools or
tool dies

Bags, assorted
Colored

Masks, animals, puppets
Decoration, collage, assemblage,
general purpose

Discarded Christmas
wrappings, neatly
folded

Decoration, collage, assemblage,
general purpose

Advertisements

Decoration, collage, assemblage,
general purpose

Linings of
envelopes

Decoration, collage, assemblage,
general purpose

Containers

Containers, assemblage

Newspapers

Utility and clean-up, sketching,
papier-mache, trays folded from paper

Tissue

Wrapping, decorative, collage, murals

Wallpaper books

Collage, Christmas decorations,
three-dimensional cut paper, notebook
covers

Wax paper, paper
towel, or foil
tubes

Fish kits, press crayon designs,
wrapping paper designs, leaf windows,
cards
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Materials

Suggested Uses

Plastic scrap

Sculpture, assemblage, collage,
containers and container covers

Packing materials,
plastic bottles,
egg cartons,
styrofoam trays

Intaligo prints, stichery backing,
collage frames

String

Glues Christmas stars, snow flakes,
hanging cages, sculpture, string
(glue) pictures

Sponges, spools

Sponge painting, printmaking,
clean-up

Linoleum scraps,
wood scraps

Sculpture, assemblage, collograph,
printmaking

Ribbons

Christmas decorations, collage, weaving,
puppets

Rocks, assorted,
gems

Clay molds, display, mosaic, jewelry

Rope, hemp, and
plastic

Frayed for hair, bulletin boards,
collage, painting, weaving

Sawdust

With pasta for modeling, collage

Seeds, nuts, shells,
pinecones, weeds,
seed pods, stems,
bark

Jewelry, beads, mosaic, display, still
life, appreciation areas, Christmas
decorations, puppets, aisemblage

Spools

Printing, puppets, construction,
Christmas decorations, mobiles

Steel wool, copper
scouring pads

Printing, collage, mask decoration,
hair for puppets

Stockings, underwear

Stuffing, puppets, masks

String

Display, weaving, knitting, labels,
ornaments, tying
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Materials

Suggested Uses

Thread

Stitchery, bulletin boards, collage,
puppets

Wire,assorted
guage, copper and
steel, electrical
wire (peeled)

Sculpture, foundation for figures
and animals, Christmas decorations,
plaques, jewelry, utility

Wrapping papers

Paper sculpture, weaving, decoration

Wood scraps

Sculpture, collage, ceramics,
assemblage

Yarns, assorted
sizes and colors

Weaving, hair for puppets, animals,
bulletin boards

SOURCES OF SUPPLY

Wood Scraps

Natural Materials

Lumber yards
Plywood companies
Venetian blind factories
Crates from stores
Construction sites

Beaches
Stream beds
Forests
Fields
Gardens
Greenhouses
Orchards
Farms
Ranches

Cloth
Drapery stores
Rug stores
Decorator shops
Upholstery stores
Tiles
Linoleum shops
Ceramic shops
New buildings

Wire
Newspaper delivery
Construction sites
Hardware stores
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Burlap
Upholstery shops
Farm co-ops

Cardboard Boxes,
Large Equipment Boxes,
Scrap Cardboard and
Corrugated Cardboard
Department stores
Dime stores
Farm co-ops
Cafeterias
Dairies
Drug stores (corrugated
cardboard and display
material)
Appliance stores
Excelsior
Paper - packing firms
and stores
Wood - packing firms
and stores
Cloth loops, styrofoam
shapes - science labs
Leather Scraps
Leather shops
Shoe repair shops
Miscellaneous Materials
Homes
Surplus stores
Salvage agencies
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PHASE I OF AN ART PROGRAM

1.
During the first year of this developing art
program, students provide their own glue, scissors,
ruler and caryons (or possibly oil pastels, water color
pans, narrow felt tips).
2.
Provide storage and adequate organization
facilities for donated collectable items.
3.
Look through the professions of the parents
and constituents of your school.
See which occupations
might yield second hand materials for projects.
If
you collect nothing at this time, at least make a place
for a start with magazines.
4.
Look for a source of free or cheap paper, such
as at the back door of newspaper print shops.
Ask for
roll ends.
Paper companies have irregular paper which
may be obtained inexpensively.
5.
If you must buy paper for your first year of
art, buy an all-puspose school-grade paper.
Buy 12" x
18" so that you will have abailable larger sheets for
some projects and then use the school's paper cutter
(if it has one) and cut these sheets in half for smaller
work.
Drawing and coloring may also be done on school
ditto paper.

MEDIA
white
paper

TOOLS
pencils

PROJECTS
drawing
stories
animals
insects
flowers
scenery
robots
outer space
airplanes
etc.

PURCHASE
for 25-30
students
(white paper
3 reams;
9 II X 12 II
2 reams;
18 II X 2 4 II
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MEDIA

white
glue
magazines

TOOLS

PROJECTS

crayons

coloring
stencils
melted crayon
cra y on transfers
pattern covers
crayon etching
felt tip combination
crayon rubbings
value shading
murals

scissors

paper sculpture
paper folding
tanagrams

PURCHASE

glue/crayon pictures
glues patterns
vary with felt
tips
add crayons
mosaics
torn or cut paper
raised glue
felt tips/ crayons
puzzles
collages, murals
etc.

(Additional collectables and projects:
collectable items).

see list on
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PHASE II OF AN ART PROGRAM

1.
The second phase of the growing art program builds
upon the first phase.
The students wtill bring their own
basic supplies, (i.e., scissors, glue, crayons).
2.
The students, parents and teachers actively bring
contributions of collectables from different sources to
supplement a beginning art budget.
If the school is not
ready to contribute money for a budget, a small fee of
one dollar may be requested for purchase of tempera paint
and ingredients to make play dough.
3.
If the school is able to budget at this time, ask
one dollar per student (for 300 students, $300).
With less,
pinch harder.

MEDIA

TOOLS

paper
drawing

pencils

PROJECTS
visual imagery
flat/dimensional

PURCHASE

all-purpose

wax

laminations
crayon
paper bits, etc.

1 household
roll

butcher
white

murals
drawing, coloring
painting, gluing

1 roll per yr.
per 300
students

crayons, oil
pastels
folding,
cutting,
patterns,
sculptures,
etc.

(large paper
can be cut
down for double
usage)

construction, 18"
X 24"
assorted
pkg. or
black,
orange,
yellow,
lt.blue
or green,
white
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MEDIA

TOOLS

glue
white

PROJECTS

PURCHASE

string reliefs
glue pictures
yarn pictures
general gluing

1 qt. per yr.
per 300 student s

construction, 9"
X 12"
red,
yellow,
blue,
black

compositions
yarn, string,
chalk,
blackboard

2 - 3 reams
per color

paint*
fingers
tempera: sponges
red,
yellow,
*brushes
blue,
white,
black

fingerpainting
painting
resists:
crayon
tempera
printmaking

(for 25-30
students)
2 qt. each of
red, yellow,
blue
4 qt. of white
1-2 qts. black
or 1 case each
color powdered
*30, l" flat
oxhair; and
30 misc. sizes

starch
liquid

fingerpainting
as paper adhesive

1 gallon

oil
pastels

rich, brilliant design
compositions

15 boxes of 12
colors per
semester

*If finances are low, wait until later for brushes.
You
may have to choose between adding tempera or oil pastels
first.
The pastels may be shared by two students to a
box comfortably.
**If finances permit, buy cases of dry powdered tempera
to save money in the long run and store them until a
second year.
Buy more white than other colors because
more of the light colors and white are needed for mixing.
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MEDIA

TOOLS

PROJECTS

flour,
salt,
alum

play dough,
other clay substitutions

yarn, cloth looms,
strips,
cardpaper
board
paperstrips

weaving

PURCHASE
(ask for donations)
15-25 lbs.
flour
2-5 lbs. salt
1 oz. alum
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PHASE III OF AN ART PROGRAM

1.
At this stage your school is ready to assume
responsibility to set aside a classroom or another area
just for art.
2.
At this stage your school is ready to budget
money to maintain and to support growth of an art program,
$2 - $5 and up per student per year.
3.
At this stage your art program will be marked
by the maturity of more sophisticated media and tools:
low fire kiln
$500 and up
(ceramic shops rent kiln space for firing)
plugged (pre-mixed)
ceramic clay

$5 per 25 lbs.

ceramic rack (for
drying clay)
built or bought

$50 and up

brayers
printmaking tools
inks
brushes, assorted 1 11 oxhair, flat
butcher paper dispenser
paper cutter, minimum 18 11 x 18" or 24" x 24 11
$100 and up
stainless steel sink(s) with trap
4.
Buy one thing a year.
There are also still
sympathetic contributors both in your school and general
community who are willing to help.
5.
Add the following to the preceeding foundation
of materials:

MEDIA
p aper
construetion,

TOOLS

PROJECTS

PURCHASE

increase paper project for 25-30
students
with greater color
variety
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MEDIA

TOOLS

PROJECTS

PURCHASE

9 11 X 12"
orange,
lt. green,
violet or
lavender,
yellow grn.
blue-viol. ,
lt. blue
18 11 X 24"
varied
colors

butcher
another
color
besides
white

1 quad per
color; red,
yellow,
orange,
violet,
2 greens,
2 blues,
black,
white
(brown)

tissue

inks
brayers
red, blue
yellow,
black
(green,
etc.)

printmaking
collograph
linoleum
glue, string
monoprints
etc.

1 for every
4 students

min.

6 11

size

3-4 tubes,
6 cc per
class of
each color

ceramic
clay

kiln

sculptures
dishes

1, 25 lb.
plugged min.
low-fire
white
1, low-fire
about a
cone 4, 3,
or more rings
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MEDIA

TOOLS

PROJECTS

PURCHASE

weaving
needles,
supplies,
lg. eye
additional
to collected
ones,
i.e.
yarns,
etc.

sewing projects

30, 1/student

hammer,
small
nails,
small
saw,
etc.

weaving
sculptures
dexterity experience
self-room maintenance

2-3/class
(supplement
with rocks for
full-class
activity)

looms

paint
tempera,
other
colors,
water
colors

6.
This list is for beginners; its additions go on ...
Media, tools and projects which are collected and made of
collectable items are not emphasized here.
See the
section on supplementary art materials.
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MANAGEMENT OF THE ART CLASSROOM

HOW TO ORGANIZE AND DISCIPLINE IN THE ART CLASSROOM

Suggested Procedures
1.
Prepare seating charts for your classes.
This
helps the teacher to learn the names faster and to keep
organized.
2.

Encourage students to enter the room quietly.

3.
Organize a specific order for when and how to
ask questions such as raising their hands after the period
of teacher motivation.

4.
Encourage student attention during introduction
and motivation of lesson.
5.

Keep control of who gets out of their seats and

6.

Make clean-up rules, help students to keep them.

why.

7.
The classroom or art room should be left clean
and orderly (this helps the teacher and gives opportunity
for student responsibility).
8.
Help the students to know how to handle equipment
and how to respect tools and the room.
9.
Use lots of praise, thank you's, please's and
gestures of good will.
10.
Conduct the class in interesting way with a
vivid voice.
11.
Clarify assignments, include logical steps of
procedure.
12.
Avoid assignments which are both too difficult
and too easy.
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13.
Provide follow-up ideas for disciplinary measures,
make your behavior expectations clear and establish goals
for students needing special discipline help.

SUGGESTED CLEAN-UP PROCEDURES

1.
Allow plenty of time for clean-up of materials and
putting away of tools.
2.
Give instructions only when everyone is quiet
and listening.

3. Assign helpers to assist in collecting materials
and putting them away properly.

4.
The larger the class the more important it is that
everyone stay in his/her seat while monitors are picking
up.
5.
Dismissal is best done after everyone is quietly
sitting in his/her seat.
6.
If water must be carried into the classroom for
clean-up, it should be brought into the class by the
teacher before class as a part of the lesson's preparation.
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Sterling Pub.

The Joy of Drawing.

Drawing History and Technique.

Kampmann, Lothar.
Reinhold.

Creating With Colored Ink.

Kampmann, Lothar.
Reinhold.

Creating With Crayons.

Knight, Charles R.

Animal Drawing.

Laliberte, Norman and Mogelon, Alex.
Van Nostrand, Reinhold.
Mendelowitz, Daniel.
Nicloaides, Simon.
Mifflin Co.

Drawing.

Sachs, Paul J.

Van Nostrand,

Drawing With Pencils.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston.
Boston: Houghton
Reinhold.

Creative Drawing.

Modern Prints and Drawings.

Steinbrueck, Victor.
Seattle Cityscape.
Washington Press.
Taubes, Frederic.

Van Nostrand,

Dover Pub., Inc.

Natural Way to Draw.

Rottger, E. and Klante, D.

Pen and Ink Drawing.

Knopf.

University of
Pitman.

Thiel, Philip.
Free Hand Drawing - A Primer.
Washington Press.
Wilwerding, Walter J.
Pub., Inc.

McGraw-

University of

Animal Drawing and Painting.

HISTORY
Tohney, Anthony.
Publishing.

150 Masterpieces of Drawing.

Dover

Dover
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INTEGRATING ART WITH THE GENERAL CURRICULUM
Garritson, Jane, Schmalholz, Child Arts.
Wesley.
1979.

Addison-

Swerer, Mary G.
A Development Program for the Intermediate
School.
Eastern Washington College of Education,
Edwards Brothers. 1939.
Swerer, Mary G.
A Developmental Program for the Elementary
School.
Eastern Washington College of Education. 1948.

LETTERI NG
Johnston, Edward.
Writing and Illuminating and Lettering.
Putman and Sons, Lts., London.
Ogg, Oscar.

The 26 Letters.Thomas Y.

Crowell Co., N.Y.

MAGAZINES
Art and Activities, 8150 N.

Central Park Ave., Skokie, Ill.

School Arts Ma g azines, Printers Building, Worcester, Mass.

PAINTING

Betts.

Exploring Finger Paint.

Bouleau, Charles.
Harcolitrt.

Davis Pub.

The Painter's Secret Geometry .

Brace-

Brooks, Leonard .
Oil Paintin g Traditional and New.
Nostrand, Reinhold.
Cataldo, John W,
Reinhold.
Chavatel, George.
Nostrand.

Van

Words and Calligraphy for Children.
Exploring With Polymer .

Reinhold, Van
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Friend, David.

The Creative Way to Paint.

Watson-Guptil

Gardner, A.T.
History of Watercolor Paintings in America.
Reinhold.
Kampmann, Lothar.
Reinhold.

Creating With Poster Paint.

Petterson, Henry and Gerring, Ray.
Reinhold Book Corp.
Rosenberg, Lilli Ann Killen.
Sculptures.
N.Y.

Van Nostrand,

Exploring With Paint.

Children Make Murals and

POSTERS
Horn, George.

Posters.

Davis Pub.

PRINTMAKING
Andrew, Laye.

Creative Rubbings.

Birkner, Heinrich.
Bodor, John J.

Watson-Guptil.

Screen Printing.

Sterling Publishing Co.

Rubbings and Textures.

Reinhold.

Daniels, Harvey and Turner, Silvie.
Exploring Printmaking
for Young People.
Van Nostrand, Reinhold.
Daniels, Harvey and Turner, Silvie.
Simple Printing with
Children.
Van Nostrand, Reinhold.
Erickson and Adeloide.
Gobarty, Norman.

Reinhold.

Printmaking Without a Press.

Printmaking with a Spoon.

Hein, Gisela.
Printing Fabric by Hand:
Van Nostrand, Reinhold.

Reinhold.

Beginning Techniques.

Hollander, Annette.
Decorative Papers and Fabrics.
Nostrand, Reinhold.

Van

Kampmann, Lothar,
Creating with Printing Material.
Nostrand, Reinhold.

Van
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Lipman, Jean and Foote, Nancy.
Dutton & Co,, Inc,
Moseley, Johnson, Koening.

Calder's Circus.

Crafts Design.

E•p •

Wadsworth.

Rice, Stanley.
Getting Started in Prints and Patterns.
Bruce Publishing Co.
Sachs, Paul J,

Modern Prints and Drawings. Knopf.

Steffen, Bernard.

Silk Screen.

Stribling, Mary Lou.

Pitman,

Art From Found Materials.

Crown.

Wattemore, Arnel W.
Printmaking Activities for the Classroom.
Davis Publishing, Inc.

PROFESSIONAL
Wachowiak, Frank.
N.Y.
1977.

Emphasis Art.

Thomas Y.

Crowell Co.

Wigg, Wankelman.
Handbook of Arts and Crafts for Elementary
and Junior High School Teachers.
Wm. C.
Brown Co. Pub.

SCULPTURE
Brommer, Gerald F.
Construction.

Wire Sculpture and Other Three-Dimensional
Davis Publishing, Inc.
University of Wash-

Johnson, Pauline.
ington Press.

Creatin g With Paper.

Kampmann, Lothar.
Reinhold.

Creating With Found Objects.

Van Nostrand,

Kampmann, Lothar.
Creating With Space and Construction.
Van Nostrand.
Laliberte, No~man and Mogelon, Alex.
Collage, Montage,
Assemblage,
Van Nostrand, Reinhold.
Leyh, Elizabeth.
Reinhold.

Children Make Sculpture.

Van Nostrand,
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Meilach, Dona.

Creating Art From Anything.

Meilach, Dona.

Creating With Plaster.

Reilly and Lee.

Reilly and Lee.

Meilach, Dona and Seiden, Donald.
Direct Metal Sculpture:
Creative Technique and Appreciation.
Crown.
Moseley, Johnson, Koening.

Crafts Design.

Randall, Reino and Haines, Edward.
Davis Publishing, Inc.

Wadsworth.

Design in Three Dimensions.

Rottger, Ernst.

Creative Paper Design.

Rottger, Ernst.

Creative Wood Design.

Sunset Editors.

Sculpture With Simple Materials. Lane Books.

Ullrich, Heinz and Klante, Dieter.
Van Nostrand, Reinhold.

Reinhold.
Reinhold.

Creative Metal Design.

TEXTILES - BANNERS
Belfer, Nancy.
Designing in Batik and Tie-Dye.
Publishing •. ·
Keller, Ira.
Batik, the Art and Craft.
Co., Inc.
Krevitsky, Nik.

Batik.

Davis

Charles E. Tuttle,

Reinhold.

Laliberte, N. and Mcllhany, S.
Banners and Hangings: Design
and Construction.
Reinhold.
Meilach, Dona.
Regency.
Nea, Sara.

Creating Art from Fibers and Fabric.

Batik.

Van Nostrand,

Reinhold.

Rainey, Sarita.
Wall Hangings:
Designing with Fabric and
Thread.
Davis Publications.
Samuel, Evelyn.

Introducing Batik.

VanDommelen, David.
Co. , Inc.

Watson Guptil.

Decorative Wall Hanging.

Funk

&

Wagnalls
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TEXTILES PULLED-THREAD
Hartung, Rolf.

Creative Textile Design.

Hartung, Rolf.

More Creative Textile Design.

Reinhold.
Reinhold.

TEXTILES - STITCHERY
Beitler, Ethel Jane.
Textbook Co.
Belfer, Nancy.

Create With Yarn.

International

Designing in Stitchery and Applique.

Davis.

Enthoven, Jacqueline.

Stitchery for Children.

Enthoven, Jacqueline.
Reinhold.

The Stitches of Creative Embroidery.

Karasz, Mariska.

Reinhold.

Kun & Wagnall.

Adventure in Stitches.

Krevitsky, Nik.
Reinhold.

Stitchery:

Art and Craft.

Krevitsky, Nik.

Stitchery.

Van Nostrand, Reinhold.

Laury, Jean Ray.
Reinhold.
May, Marian.

Quilts and Coverlets.

Decorative Stitchery.

Meilach, Dona and Snow, L. Erlin.
and Lee.
Willcox, Donald J.

Stitchery.

Van Nostrand,

Van Nostrand,

Lane Books.
Creative Stitchery.

Reilly

Van Nostrand, Reinhold.

TEXTILES - WEAVING
Alexander, Marthann.
Publishing Co.
Allard, Mary.
Company.

Weaving on Cardboard.

Rug Making Techniques and Design.

Moseley, Johnson, Koening.
Rainey, Artis.

Taplinger

Crafts Design.

Weaving without a Loom.

Chilton

Wadsworth.

Davis Publications.
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Tidball, Harriet.

The Weaver's Book.

Wilson, Jean.

Weavin g is for An y one.

Wilson, Jean.

Weaving is Fun.

MacMillan Company.
Reinhold.

Van Nostrand, Reinhold.
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CURRICULUM REFERENCES

Elementar y Art Curriculum.
Connecticut.
1975.

Vernon Public Schools, Vernon

Small Schools Visual Arts Curriculum , K-3.
Superintendent
of Public Instruction, Olympia, Washington.
April
1978.
Bloomington School Art Curriculum.
Bloomington School
District.
Bloomington, Minnesota ..
1972.
Brid g ewater-Raritan School Art Curriculum.
Jersey.
1965.
Westminister Art Guide.
Westminister, M.D.
Wichita Art Guide.

Raritan, New

Carroll County Board of Education,
1976.

Wichita Public Schools.

Wichita, Kansas.

Wyckoff Art Guide.
Art Curriculum, Grades K-8.
Public Schools, June 1978.

Wyckoff

A Visual Arts Guide for Idaho Schools , Grades K-6.
State Dept. of Education, Boise.
1978.

Idaho

Washin g ton State Elementar y Art Guide.
Superintendent of
Public Instruction, Ol ympia, Washington.
1961.
National Art Education Association.

Art Education.

1977.

APPENDIX I

PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES
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A PHILOSOPHY OF ART

1.

Art is a behavior or a way of living.
Every human being
is endowed with the ability to create.

2.

Art is "habit forming".
One learns to use "the creative
life through imagination and knowledge", learning to
make wise choices, learning appreciation for life and
beauty.
Beauty is a quality that uplifts.

3.

Art is a way of thinking.
It is a purposeful means of
submerging parts of thoughts and rethinking them into
meaningful wholes.

4.

The art process is an incentive to discover nature's
gifts to us.

5.

The processes of art produce skills.

6.

There is a validity in producing art just for the sake
of a product.
(Art for Art's sake)

7.

Art aids in producing quality social behavior.

Taken from:
Swerer, Mary G.
A Developmental Program for the Elemen~
tary School.
Eastern Washington College of Education, 1948.
pp.
21-45.
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SIX GOALS OF AN ART CURRICULUM

1.

2.

Have intense involvement in and response to personal
visual experiences.
The art experience provides activities which are valued by the individual intrinsically.
Both the creation of an art object and the ability to
view a work of art with sensitivity and insight are
means of achieving intense personal involvement.
Perceive and understand visual relationships in the
environment.
The development of a visually literate
,lsbudent who can make informed visual judgment about
man-made objects or natural phenomenon is an important
aim for every art program.

3.

Think, feel, and act creatively with visual art materials.
The process of transforming the materials of the artist
into a whole work of art is an integral part of every
art program.
The creative approach, the manner in which
an artist produces a work of Art, engages the student at
every level.
The variations of approach applied to this
process and the materials and media used to implement it
provide many ways for the student to express himself.

4.

Increase manipulative and organizational skills in art
performance appropriate to his abilities.
The development
of skills is an important outcome for every student.
Certain processes and techniques are unique to the visual
arts and provide content for instruction.
The method by
which one constructs a pot in clay or the process by
which a design can be replicated by the use of a silk
screen, are skills which may be developed as part of instruction in art.

5.

Acquire a knowledge of man's visual art heritage.
The
record of man's accomplishments through the ages lives
because of the arts! This foundation of ideas can be
introduced at all levels through films, slides, works of
art in school, or visiting museums, artists and art
objects.
Youngsters can begin to see connections between what has happened in the arts, ways in which
different people have lived, and what they are trying
to make and do in their own lives.

6.

Use art knowledge and skills in his personal and community
life.
As students grow they must begin to assume
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responsibility for their own actions, personally and publicly.
This will manifest itself in a heightened sensitivity to,
and ability to function in, their physical and psychological
environment.

The Essentials of a Quality Art Program:
A Position Statement
by the National Art Education Association, Reston, Virginia.
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SIX GENERAL OBJECTIVES OF AN ART CURRICULUM

1.

Historical-reflectin g and sustaining the cultural
heritage of the student.

2•

Art-for-Art's sake-receiving and providing a source
of aesthetic pleasure or enjoyment.

3.

Therapy-using art to release emotional tensions,
remediate growth problems, and provide means for
self-expression and individual personal achievement.

4.

Creativity-developing the imagination, usually
through a performance in ·the arts.

5.

Acceptance-of-subjectivity-recognizing and accepting
our humanistic qualities, frailities, similarities,
differences, consistencies and inconsistencies.

6.

End-of-Work-using leisure time to enrich the quality
of living, avocationally through the arta.

7.

Enriching the (whole) curriculum-the non-art subject
matter areas and skills are enriched and strengthened
through artistic involvement activities related to
them.

8.

The world of work in art-preparing gifted and talented
art students for fulfillment of the work role identity
in society.

National Art Education Association, Art Education, Elementary
1977, p. 12.
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NINE GENERAL ART OBJECTIVES

1.

Encourage individual art direction, personal imagination,
exploration and expression of each student.

2.

Show art as an integral part of life.

3.

Encourage open-endedness, flexibility,
self evaluation ...

4.

Study function of art in today's society and in other
cultures.

5.

Appreciation of other students' unique contribution
in art.

6.

Develop a fluent art vocabulary that includes discussion
of artists and art objects, purposes of art, the forms
of art, which provides opportunities to analyze and make
meaningful art judgments.

7•

Develop artistic literacy into the nature and character
of art.
Be able to recognize, describe and produce
specific processes and techniques in art.

8.

Provide opportunities for exhibiting art works in
classrooms, schools, museums for sharing and communicating ideas verbally and nonverbally.

9.

Encourage art expression and appreciation of cultural
differences.

originality,

Linderman, Marlene M.
Art in the Elementary School
(Wm. C,: Brown Pub.
1974), p. 22.
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GENERAL OBJECTIVES

1.

To enable pupils to appreciate and enjoy beauty wherever
found and to desire it in their community and personal
possessions.

2.

To aid in personality development by providing rich
opportunities for creative experience.

3.

To teach skill and proficiency in the use of art
materials and tools.

4.

To stimulate interests which will lead to the worthwhile
use of leisure time.

5.

To arouse an appreciation for the fine arts and crafts
of the past and present.

Westminister Art Guide, Carroll County Board of Education.
Westminister, M.D., 1976.
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AN EXAMPLE OF WRITTEN PHILOSOPHY AND OBJECTIVES
BRIDGEWATER-RARITAN SCHOOL DISTRICT
RARITAN, NEW JERSEY 1965
DIVISION OF CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

ART, GRADE SIX

I.

Title and Grade
The title of this course is Art Experiences for Grade
six.

II.

Number of Periods
This course of study is designed for the use of the
classroom teacher as well as the specialist.
A minimum uf
one forty-five minute period a week is recommended with
additional time given to art experiences that develop as an
outgrowth of other areas of work in grade six.

III.

Course Intention
The art of the intermediate grades should grow from
and be correlated with the general work of the grade;
therefore, this course of study is intended as an outline
for sixth grade art and should be supplemented by the
classroom teacher in whatever areas of cr~ative growth
the general curriculum allows.
A good art program can be obtained only through the
combined efforts of the specialist and the classroom
teacher.

IV.

Philosophy of Subject
The art program should be based on the activities of the
child, following his interests and meeting his needs by
acquainting him with the use of many materials and by his
handling of them.
It should develop the child's creativity
through the stimulation of his senses, the habit of orderly
thinking, and the feeling of appreciation of the art
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products which he makes or those which he observes.
The art program must be flexible enough to allow each
child to grow as an individual.
Through freedom of expression he develops character, integrity, appreciation,
and a fund of information.
Finally, it should be understood that the purpose of
general art education is not to train artists; rather,
it is based on the thesis that art is part of every child's
life.
All children possess creative ability which grows
through purposeful observation, analysis, perception,
organization, and interpretation.

A.

Art as a Creative Experience
Develops initiative and originality of thinking
1.
2.
Preserves unique quality of work
Releases mental and emotional energies
3.
4.
Challenges best efforts

B.

Art as a Creative Process
Involves imagination
1.
2.
Involves feeling
Involves mental, sensory, and muscular coordination
3.

A child working creatively through an art activity is
working at his highest level, both mentally and emotionally.
Within the creative process then resides one of the basic
and underlying values which art offers to education;
therefore, ART EDUCATION IS IMPORTANT FOR ALL.
V.

General Aims and Objectives
A.

To give each individual the opportunity to develop the
basic skills and concepts needed to prompt creative
growth in all he does.

B.

To promote the development of the individual and his
ability to react creatively to life situations through
a variety of creative experiences in art.

C.

To help each child to achieve emotional security through
the freedom inherent in art expression and through his
control over materials and processes.

D.

To preserve the sacred integrity of the individual child
through his reliance on his own judgment and his respect
for the uniqueness of his own art expression which distinguishes him from others.

1 7.7

E.
VI.

To utilize the child's experience to the maximum.
Specific Aims and Objectives

A.

During this period it becomes increasingly worthwhile
to acquaint the child with the different art products
of various periods and cultures.
This will help to
develop a flexible approach toward art expression.
It is the teacher's task to show the child that there
is no single accepted way of drawing, painting,
modeling, or sculpturing,

B.

The child should explore the workable qualities of many
types of art media and experiment to discover different
techniques in creating interesting art products.
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WHAT ARE BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Behavioral objectives are goal statements.

To make

goal atatements operational, the curriculum developer
must describe specific student behavior which will demonstrate that the objective has been achieved.

A behavioral

objective is a stated description of what the student will
be able to do after he has engaged in a set of learning
experiences.

Behaviors are so clearly related to the

important issues of life that it is relatively easy to
identify the more useful behaviors and assign priorities
to them.

Thus a teacher who stated as a behavioral ob-

jective that she would like for her students to increase
their knowledge and ability in the use of cut paper symbols,
would now describe the expected change as a behavioral
objective.

Wichita Public Schools
Division of Curriculum Services
Department of Art Education, 640 North Emporia
Wichita, Kansas 67214
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CRITERIA FOR WRITING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

1.

A statement of objectives should describe both the kind
of behavior expected and the content or the context to
which that behavior applies.

2.

Complex objectives need to be stated analytically and
specifically enough so that there is no doupt as to
the kind of behavior expected or to what the behavior
applies.

3.

Objectives should also be so formulated that there are
clear distinctions among learning experiences required
to attain different behaviors.

4.

Objectives are developmental, representing roads to
travel rather than terminal points.

5.

Objectives should be realistic and should include only
what can be translated into curriculum and classroom
experience.

6.

The scope of objectives should be broad enough to
encompass all types of outcomes for which the school
is responsible.

Hilda Taba
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GENERAL BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

The student will be able to:
1.

Visually observe more effectively and record what he
has observed through painting, sculpting, drawing, etc.

2.

Demonstrate pride and positive feelings about his work.

3.

Describe and respond orally to visual stimuli through
formal class discussions.

4.

Approach his art experiences (carrier tasks) with
eagerness and genuine satisfaction.

5.

Show improved self-motivation and determination by
facing up to and completing difficult carrier tasks.

6.

Attend to and recall details and directions demonstrated
in class.

7.

Display a feeling of success over the value of his "own"
art work and accomplishments.

8.

Express his own ideas and display his feelings in his
art statements.

9.

Discover new answers, concepts, and principles through
his investigation and experimentation in his art
experiences.

10.

Work and play in an art experience without unreasonable
quarrelling or conflict.

11.

Recognize and place value on the importance of individual
differences in a group.

12.

Become familiar with a repertory of skills.

13.

Use his abilities to compensate for his limitations.

14.

Exhibit perception of visual relationships (how things
are put together and/or work) in their environment.

15.

Develop sensitive discrimination by making critical
value judgments as a consumer of personal items, i.e.
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clothes, toys, games, colors, and furnishings in personal
bedroom.
16.

Be visually aware and sensitive to texture, color, shape
and pattern in things made by nature and things made by
man.

17.

Express increasingly more sophisticated views and more
positive attitudes toward art and artist.

18.

Voluntarily engage himself in art media experiences outside of the classroom.

19.

Be aware of the contrasting architecture and sculpture
in his city.

20.

Enjoy a visit to an art museum or gallery, because of
his experience in the art program.

21.

Use his creative powers (originality, inventiveness and
imagination) to solve problems presented in the art
program.

22.

Express himself through the involvement of his senses,
such as:
a.
Hearing sounds of the wind, the symphony, or
11
t a ck y 11 · p r int er ' s ink .
b.
Observing the symmetrical pattern of a leaf, the
sleek line of a jet, or water color minglings.
c.
Feeling the roughness of tree bark, the cool
smoothness of stainless steel.
d.
Smelling the earth after a rain, the gasoline odor
from a filling station, or oil paint.
e. Moving with the swaying of a tree, the rhythm of
machinery, of a swishing of a paint brush.

23.

Develop an imaginative, individual approach to expressing
himself and solving problems.

National Art Education Association, Art Education,
1977, pp.
71-72.

CHAPTER 5

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

Background of the Study
The author's acquaintance led to the inquiry of other
state private/parochial schools of whether or not they
employed art as a part of their school's regular curriculum.
It was found from this inquiry that many Washington State
private/parochial schools do not offer elementary art to
their students and even fewer schools use a written curriculum.

Procedures Used
Research unveiled three art curricula from the
Washington State Superintendent's Office.

Many related

art education books, materials and curricula from other
states were reviewed.
Interviews were made with private/parochial school
teachers to understand their classroom art needs, with elementary principles to grasp their desires for their schools and
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with the Washington State Art Coordinator to see what is
being done on a state-wide level.

The Results
The basic needs of the private/parochial schools in
the area of elementary art appear to be:
1.

Creation of a first-time art program which requires
little understanding of art for those of limited
art background.
the classroom.

Most of the teachers will be from
This program will require only

small funding from the school system.
2.

Stimulation of a small miscellaneous craft program
into one that will consider art as design.

3.

Maintenance of an insecure existing program which
has no written materials to present to its faculty
for assistance.

The result

of this study is an attempt to meet the needs

expressed by some private/parochial schools and their teachers
for elemental direction in the field of elementary art education.

This art guide is meant to reach out and to meet those

expressed needs.

This was done by review of elementary art

curricula, other books and materials, selecting and simplifying several existing materials which pointedly would be directed toward specific private/parochial elementary school needs.
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Conclusions
There are many elementary art curricula written by
individual school districts across the nation.
published and shared across state lines.

These are

However, each

curriculum offers something unique which reflects its own
district.

It would be ideal if private/parochial schools

would also develop their own curriculum which would
specifically reflect their own needs.

Recommendations
It is recommended that each private/parochial school,
which is in need of an art program, begin with a guide, such
as this one, to gain encouragement for the writing of their
own curriculum.
Other people writing should form committees and call
upon like members of their educational community for contributions.

Curriculum writing should be a joint effort of

several people.

The curriculum should reflect the school's

philosophy from which it is developed and the school's community from which the students are selected.

The curriculum

should be reviewed continually and changes made so that the
curriculum grows with the direction of the growth of the
students and their community.
Other persons writing upon this format should enlarge
upon the projects included.

More time could be spent
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developing step-by-step art projects which emphasize design
and subject interrelationships while taking into consideration
the use of many found objects.

APPENDIX A

SURVEY OF SELECTED
PRIVATE/PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS
IN THE
STATE OF WASHINGTON
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September 20, 1982

I am researching elementary art curricula in small private
schools in the state of Washington for my thesis project.
This project will then formulate an art curriculum for the
small private school.
I would be interested in obtaining any curriculum materials
or curriculum outlines which your school uses, has, or any
other pertinent information which you might have available
on this topic.
I am glad to pay for this information
including postage.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Linda Allison
Art Instructor
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I would appreciate a few moments of your valuable time
in answering this questionaire and slipping it into the envelope provided.
Yes

No

We have an elementary art program,
We use a written curriculum for
elementary art.
We are in the process of developing
a written curriculum for elementary
art.
We do have some elementary art materials
which we are willing to share. (If there
is a charge please estimate it here.)
We have some elementary art materials
but feel that they are either inadequate
or inappropriate for wide spread
development.
List here any comments or suggestions of things which you
might wish to see incorporated into a Christian school
elementary art curriculum.

Your name
Your
Size

- - -----------school
------------of your elementary school
-------------

Thank you again for your time and assistance.

TEACHER INTERVIEW/SURVEY
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Your name please
Grade level
Years of teaching experience

Please answer the following questions either yes or no in
questions A-E and a br~ef answer for question F.
Thank you.

A.

Do you use art in your classroom?

B.

Do you use it on a regular basis?

C.

Do you integrate art with your other subjects?

D.

Did you have a college art methods course? (What year
in college did you take it?)

E.

Did your college art methods course prepare you for
teaching art in the classroom?

F.

Would you have changed ydur college art course? If so
how would you have changed it? (Would you have included
something else or deleted somethings?)

ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEW
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ADMINISTRATOR INTERVIEW QUESTIONAIRE

1.

What is your college background?

2.

Did your college course work include any art?

3.

Do you consider art as basic to the needs of your
school?

4.

Do you have an art program in your elementary school?

5.

Are you developing or desire to develop a written art
curriculum for your elementary school?

6.

What specific ideas or beliefs would you most like to
see developed in an elementary art curriculum for your
school?

APPENDIX B

CHARTS
Schools were asked about their art programs.
These charts demonstrate the 49 responses of
these private/parochial schools in the State
of Washington.
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CHARTS DEMONSTRATING THE USE AND SATISFACTION OF
ART PROGRAMS IN PRIVATE/PAROCHIAL SCHOOLS IN THE
STATE OF WASHINGTON, Fall, 1982:

Schools Which Have Art But Do Not Use A Written· Curriculum

No. of schools with
art/no curriculum-Dissatisfaction----Satisfaction With--Program
No Comment-------,-:--

Schools Which Have Art Programs And Use A Written Curriculum
No. of schools with
any art-----------No. with written---curriculum
No~ vsin~ nationally
3
puo 1 ishe~ curriculu~ 1----+--+-~
Felt program adequate
3
Felt program inade3
quate

Number Of Schools Which Have Any Art Programs, Number Of Schools
Which Use Written Materials Shown Against Total Number Of Respondents
49

Tot. No. Respond.
Have art program

22

Use Written Curr.
Satisfaction with
Program

8
2
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RELATIONSHIP OF NUMBER OF ART PROGRAMS WITH
THE SIZE OF THE PRIVATE/PAROCHIAL SCHOOL
Schools Of Under 100 Pupils

;::;:!::=====~:1

~:~a!i:~·a:!
.......+-t
I~-++-!
I
No. with written curr.-----2 __ ~Total No. felt art program 3
adequate

I

I

11 11
11
-+-1-+I
I 1-++-I1-1-+-I
l-+--'--111..............
I
~
!._._._I~

;1--+-1-1

Schools Of Under 200 , Above 100 Pupils
Total no. of schools------12
Have art program-----------2
No. with written curr.-----2

____

---

Total no. felt art program 1
adequate

_.__.___.__.__~------.___.____,

2
2

1

Schools Of Under 400, Above 300 Pupils

I I5

Total no. of schools-------5
No. with art program-------3

3

No. with written curr.-----3

3

Program adequate-----------2

2

Schools Of Under 300, Above 200 Pupils

Total no. of schools-------! § 1
No. with art program-------!
1
No. with written curr.-----1
Program adequate-----------0

1

I
1

1- -

0

Schools Of Under 500, Above 400 Pupils

Total no. of schools-------1

D

1

I

No. with art programs------0'I
I• --

0

12

28

II
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COMPARISON OF SCHOOL POPULATION AND NUMBER OF ART PROGRAMS

Chart Key
Schools whichP77J
teach art
~
Schools whic~
teach art
l2Sl:I
and use a
written curr.
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MOST OFTEN EXPRESSED COMMENTS ABOUT
DESIRABLE NEEDS FOR THE ART CURRICULUM

1.

Teach principles of design, skills and techniques,
have hands-on experiences.

2.

Fit media to the grade level.

3.

Use drawing on 'right side of the brain' concepts.

4.

Suggestions for self-contained art.

5.

Need art which teaches spiritual truths.

6.

Usage of visual aids.

7.

Organized correlated art throughout the grades.

8.

Adapt art for small groups.

